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Abstract

We introduce the notion of poly-stability for pairs of formal schemes (X,H) over the
valuation ring of a non-archimedean field. Here H can be thought of as a simple normal
crossings divisor of X. Moreover we associate to the pair of special fibers (Xs,Hs) a certain
stratification of Xs via normality loci.
For poly-stable pairs we also define and investigate the dual intersection complex,

which roughly speaking is a polyhedral complex reflecting the intersection behavior of the
irreducible components of the special fibers. This fundamentally involves the stratification
and we establish a correspondence between the strata and the faces of the dual intersection
complex.
After giving a brief overview of the classical construction of skeletons in the sense of

Berkovich, we proceed to develop the so called extended skeleton S(X,H) of a poly-stable
pair (X,H) via an approximation process using the classical case. This is essentially
a generalization of [GRW16, §§ 3–4] from the strictly semi-stable case to the arbitrary
poly-stable case. It is shown that the extended skeleton is a closed subset of Xη \ Hη
and comes naturally with a deformation retraction (Xη \ Hη) × [0, 1] → Xη \ Hη onto
S(X,H). Furthermore we prove that the extended skeleton is canonically homeomorphic
to the dual intersection complex respecting the faces. Finally we consider the closure of
the extended skeleton and explain how the deformation retraction extends to Xη.
This work also generalizes the classical construction from [Ber99, § 5] by the introduc-

tion of the divisor H. Our exposition follows closely the ideas from [Ber99] and [GRW16].
The extended skeletons and the dual intersection complexes might be useful to further
explore the connection between non-archimedean analytic geometry and tropical geome-
try.
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Introduction

The magnificent results and fruitful applications of complex analysis made it desirable
to establish an analogous theory for non-archimedean fields. Today non-archimedean
analytic geometry is a thriving branch of mathematics at the heart of modern research.
There are three well-known approaches to this topic. First there is the language of
rigid analytic spaces initiated by John Tate in the early 1960s. His main motivation
was to formulate a uniformization theory for elliptic curves with bad reduction over
non-archimedean fields. Then there are the adic spaces by Roland Huber, which gained
recent attention since they provide the framework for Peter Scholze’s celebrated theory of
perfectoid spaces. Finally there are the Berkovich analytic spaces. One of the most striking
advantages of these is their particularly nice topology, which allows to access methods of
real and tropical geometry. Regarding this, the concept of the so called skeletons plays
an important role. In the present work these skeletons will be our primary focus and our
goal is to explore and develop a new and more general notion.
Skeletons already appear in Vladimir Berkovich’s monumental work [Ber90]. There in

§ 4.3 he starts with a smooth geometrically connected projective curve X of genus g ≥ 1
over a non-archimedean field and constructs a closed subset ∆an(X) of the analytification
Xan, which is a strong deformation retract of Xan. He calls it the analytic skeleton. This
allows him to show local contractibility of analytic curves. In his effort to prove local
contractibility of smooth analytic spaces of arbitrary dimension, he broadly generalizes
and systematizes this concept in [Ber99] and [Ber04]. There we are given a poly-stable
formal scheme X over the valuation ring K◦, where K is a complete field with respect to
a non-archimedean absolute value. Then by [Ber99, Theorem 5.2] there exists a canonical
closed subset S(X) of the generic fiber Xη and a proper strong deformation retraction
Φ : Xη× [0, 1]→ Xη onto S(X). This skeleton S(X) has a piecewise linear structure as in-
dicated by [Ber99, Theorem 5.2]. It states that the skeleton is canonically homeomorphic
to the geometric realization of a certain poly-simplicial set associated to X, which one
can think of as the dual intersection complex of the special fiber Xs. Roughly speaking it
looks like a polyhedral complex whose faces are poly-simplices and correspond to certain
strata of Xs. The strata, which Berkovich employs in his paper, form a disjoint locally
finite cover of Xs by locally closed subsets, which are obtained by iteratively considering
the irreducible components of the normality locus and taking the complement. The as-
tounding consequence is, that the homotopy type of the generic fiber of X is determined
by its special fiber. Additionally, Berkovich expands his construction to a broader class
of formal schemes called pluri-stable via the introduction of poly-stable fibrations. It has
not been known for quite some time whether every log smooth scheme over K◦ admits a
poly-stable modification. This question was answered affirmatively in [ALPT19], which
further emphasizes the relevance of the poly-stable case in the present work. In fact,
many aspects of our exposition can be formulated and understood from the viewpoint of
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Introduction

log geometry, however we decided to stick with the classical language from [Ber99] and
[Ber04].

After Berkovich’s pioneering treatise on the skeleton, a multitude of similar notions has
been created by different authors and many applications, not only for non-archimedean
geometry, have been found. The list of contributions to this topic is long, therefore we
will limit ourselves to a brief survey of the developments most relevant for our work.
One case that has been extensively explored is that of curves. For instance let X

be a smooth projective curve over K and suppose we have a formal scheme X with
Xη = Xan. The associated skeleton S(X) is then a metric graph whose underlying graph
is the incidence graph of Xs. The segments appearing in this skeleton all have finite
lengths. With the tropicalization of X in mind, which also features unbounded faces,
Ilya Tyomkin associates in [Tyo12] in a canonical way a tropical curve to a pair (X,H),
where H consists of some marked points on X. This tropical curve can be interpreted as
the classical skeleton S(X) extended by some infinite rays in the direction of each marked
point of H. In his setting he additionally assumes that K is discretely valued and the
residue field K̃ is algebraically closed. The formal scheme X is here the formal completion
of the stable model for (X,H).
A similar construction was performed by Matthew Baker, Sam Payne and Joseph

Rabinoff in [BPR12] resp. [BPR13]. In their situation, K is algebraically closed and non-
trivially valued and X is a smooth connected curve over K. They consider the smooth
completion X̂ of X and the set D := X̂ \ X of punctures takes the role of the set of
marked points in Tyomkins work. The analytification Xan decomposes into a semi-stable
vertex set V and a disjoint union of open balls and finitely many generalized open annuli.
They use this to define the skeleton Σ(X,V ) as the union of V and the skeletons of
each generalized open annuli in the semi-stable decomposition. The set D is in bijective
correpondence with the set of punctured open balls in the above decomposition and each
associated skeleton of these is an infinite ray, in accordance with Tyomkins ideas.
This concept was taken a step further in the paper [GRW16] by Walter Gubler, Joseph

Rabinoff and Annette Werner. They introduce the notion of a formal strictly semistable
pair (X, H) consisting of a connected quasicompact admissible formal K◦-scheme X and
a Cartier divisor H on X of a certain form. The field K is here algebraically closed
and non-trivially valued. Locally X admits an étale morphism to a standard scheme
Spf(K◦{T0, . . . , Td}/(T0 · · ·Tr − π)) with π ∈ K◦◦ \ {0} and the divisor H can be written
as a sum of effective divisors, such that each summand has irreducible support on the
generic fiber and locally is trivial or the pullback of a coordinate function Tj with j > r.
Motivated by the explicit form of the strata in the strictly poly-stable case, see [Ber99,
Proposition 2.5], they establish a notion of vertical and horizontal strata of the pair (X, H).
The authors continue to define the skeleton of a standard pair via an approximation
method applied to the classical skeletons. To get a rough idea, one can imagine that the
punctured unit balls, which appear when taking the complement of the divisor H, get
exhausted by annuli of outer radius 1 and decreasing inner radius. The classical skeleton
of these annuli are segments whose length increases as the inner radius tends towards
0. In the limit this produces an infinite ray. After that the skeleton is introduced for
a so called building block of a stratum. The building block skeletons form the “faces”
from which later the skeleton of a strictly semi-stable pair is put together. The authors
call these faces canonical polyhedra, because they are canonically homeomorphic to a
polyhedron via the tropicalization map up to a permutation of the coordinates.
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This leads us to the content of my thesis. The main task was to generalize the con-
struction in [GRW16, § 4] from strictly semi-stable pairs to arbitrary poly-stable pairs.
As a first challenge, one had to come up with a suitable notion of poly-stability for pairs
(X,H), where H should be a closed formal subscheme of X of a certain form. We achieve
this by a straightforward generalization of standard pairs, where we take a product of
the usual standard pairs from above and also allow degenerate factors with π = 0. One
can now define a pair as strictly poly-stable, if locally it is an étale pullback of a standard
pair. Then poly-stable pairs should be the ones, which admit a surjective étale morphism
from a strictly poly-stable pair to them. Moreover we make only the same assumptions
about our ground field K as Berkovich in [Ber99], in particular K does not have to be
algebraically closed and its absolute value may be trivial. Our strategy is to deal with
the non-trivially valued case first and later extend the results to the trivially valued case.
In the non-trivially valued case, we have the approximation procedure from [GRW16, § 4]
at our disposal. Then using techniques from [Ber99, § 5] we can associate an extended
skeleton S(X,H) to each poly-stable pair (X,H). Instead of “extended skeleton” we will
most of the time just say “skeleton” for brevity. However we do not only want to under-
stand the skeleton as a subset of Z := Xη \Hη, but also how we can describe its piecewise
linear structure. After all it is still made up from building blocks as before, which provide
canonical polyhedra. For the poly-stable case it is not so clear what “canonical up to a
permutation of the coordinates” means, though. In order to give a precise formulation,
we devote the second chapter to developing a notion of the dual intersection complex
C(X,H) and its faces, where we follow the ideas of [Ber99, §§ 3–4]. Roughly speaking,
C(X,H) is made up of the faces ∆(x), which are extended poly-simplices associated to
each generic point x of a stratum of Xs or Hs. The way these faces intersect each other is
reflected by how the closures of the strata contain one another. An important role is also
played by the open faces ∆◦(x), which can be seen as the “interiors” of the faces ∆(x)
and which form a disjoint cover of C(X,H). We can then formulate our main theorem,
see Theorem 3.5.10, as follows:

Theorem A. Let (X,H) be a poly-stable pair and Z := Xη \ Hη. The extended
skeleton S(X,H) is a subset of Z satisfying the following properties:

(i) S(X,H) is a closed subset of Z.

(ii) There is a canonical proper strong deformation retraction Φ : Z × [0, 1]→ Z
onto S(X,H).

(iii) S(X,H) is canonically homeomorphic to the dual intersection complex
C(X,H).

(iv) For every generic point x ∈ str(Xs,Hs) of a stratum this canonical homeo-
morphism restricts to a homeomorphism S(X,H) ∩ red−1

X (x) ∼−→ ∆◦(x).

Assertion (iv) together with Lemma 2.4.5 (ii) tells us, that the strata of (Xs,Hs), which
give a disjoint decomposition of Xs, are in bijective correspondence with the open faces of
the dual intersection complex, which in turn can canonically be associated with the formal
fibers of X intersected with the skeleton and make up a disjoint decomposition of S(X,H).
Moreover the codimension of the stratum is equal to the dimension of the associated face.
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Introduction

This very satisfying result is occasionally referred to as the stratum-face-correspondence
and fortunately it is also true in the context of our notions.
Furthermore we consider the closure S(X,H) := S(X,H) ∪ S(H) and show in analogy

to [GRW16, Theorem 4.13] the following result:

Theorem B. The closure S(X,H) is equal to the topological closure of S(X,H) in
Xη. There exists a canonical proper strong deformation retraction Φ : Xη× [0, 1]→
Xη onto the closure S(X,H).

This can be found in Theorem 4.0.2 and is a nice supplement to the above, since the
closure of the extended skeleton is in a natural way a deformation retract of Xη instead
of Z. Each of our constructions and results can be extended to trivially valued fields K
and the technique for doing so is inspired by [BJ18].
Next we want to give a brief outline of the structure of the thesis. Chapter 1 is dedicated

to some preparatory work for later use. In particular Sections 1.1 and 1.2 recall the
fundamental aspects of formal geometry and Berkovich analytic geometry and introduce
all necessary notations. In Section 1.3 we give the definition of standard schemes, standard
pairs, strictly poly-stable pairs and poly-stable pairs. We also give examples and state
some easy first observations. The next Section 1.4 deals with the notion of strata of pairs.
We extend the definition by Berkovich such that basic results from [Ber99, § 2] still hold
in our situation and explain the partial order of the strata. Also an explicit description
of the strata of (Xs,Hs) for a strictly poly-stable pair (X,H) is given. The final Section
1.5 of the first chapter is about building blocks. In the strictly poly-stable case, we can
find open affine neighborhoods around every point, which admit an étale morphism to a
standard pair such that the special fibers share the same intersection behavior of their
respective irreducible components. This situation is particularly easy to handle and it
provides the pieces of which later the dual intersection complex and the skeleton are put
together, as the name “building block” suggests. We also shed some light on the structure
of Hs, which will be important for later application.
In Chapter 2 we construct the dual intersection complex of a poly-stable pair. We

begin with Section 2.1, where the language of extended poly-simplices and their geometric
realizations is introduced in analogy to [Ber99, §§ 3–4]. Note that throughout the paper
we will use the additive notion to describe simplices as opposed to the multiplicative
notion employed by Berkovich. These are the tools which allow us in Section 2.2 to
introduce canonical polyhedra to each stratum of (Xs,Hs) for a strictly poly-stable pair
(X,H). The idea is, that whenever we consider a building block in x ∈ str(Xs,Hs), which
is the set of generic points of the strata, then the associated standard pair is determined
by x up to a “change of coordinates”, which is made precise by the term “isomorphism
of extended poly-simplices”. In order to get rid of the choice of coordinates, we identify
all the geometric realizations of these possibilities and get a geometric object which we
call the canonical polyhedron. As it turns out, the faces of the canonical polyhedron
associated to x can be interpreted as the canonical polyhedra of y for all y ∈ str(Xs,Hs)
with x ∈ {y}. They are included via so called face embeddings. The dual intersection
complex of a strictly poly-stable pair, which is the content of Section 2.3, is then obtained
by gluing together all canonical polyhedra along the face embeddings. We investigate the
structure of these and see that they are close to being polyhedral complexes. However the
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intersection of faces might consist of several faces. With a suitable subdivision along the
lines of [Gub10, § 5] it is possible to obtain a polyhedral complex in the conventional sense.
In Section 2.4 we introduce the dual intersection complex of an arbitrary poly-stable pair.
It is obtained by identifying faces of the dual intersection complex of a suitable strictly
poly-stable pair according to how the strata are mapped under the chosen étale morphism.
The construction is independent of this choice up to a canonical homeomorphism.

Chapter 3 establishes our notion of skeleton as a subset of an analytic space. In Section
3.1 we give a brief review of the classical construction by Berkovich in [Ber99, § 5]. After
that we assume that K is non-trivially valued and Section 3.2 takes care of the skeletons
of standard pairs, which are introduced with an approximation procedure by classical
skeletons in the same manner as in [GRW16, 4.2]. We see that the tropicalization map
induces a homeomorphism between the skeleton and a geometric extended poly-simplex.
Then the goal of Section 3.3 is to deal with building blocks. Our technique is comparable
with Step 6 from the Proof of Theorems 5.2–5.4 in [Ber99, § 5]. The most notable result
here is that the choice of the building block determines the homeomorphism between the
skeleton and the geometric extended poly-simplex up to a “change of coordinates” in the
sense of extended poly-simplices, see Proposition 3.3.7. We then have all the tools to
define in Section 3.4 the skeleton of a strictly poly-stable pair and describe its relation
with the dual intersection complex. In Section 3.5 we carry out the construction for
the most general case, namely that of an arbitrary poly-stable pair. We show all the
desired properties of the skeleton claimed in Theorem A. One important observation is,
that a surjective étale morphism of formal schemes induces a quotient map between the
generic fibers, which allows to consider the skeleton of a poly-stable pair as a certain
coequalizer with respect to the skeleton of the chosen strictly poly-stable pair. Finally we
deal with trivially valued fields, see Section 3.6, essentially by performing a base change
to a non-trivially valued field and extend our results from the previous sections.
As an addendum, I included in Chapter 4 some ideas towards the closure of the extended

skeleton and prove Theorem B. Here we make use of the skeletons of degenerate standard
pairs.
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Chapter 1.

Preliminaries

This first chapter is devoted to introducing notations and to explore the crucial definitions
which provide the foundation for the objects studied in my thesis. We start off by fixing
the following conventions throughout the paper.

1.0.1. Here the natural numbers N contain 0. For two sets A, B the complement of
A in B is denoted by B \ A. We write A ⊆ B, if and only if A is a subset of B, and
this also includes the case A = B. We denote the cardinality of A by |A|. All rings are
considered to be commutative and with unity unless specified otherwise. For the group of
units of a ring R we write R∗. For an n-tuple r = (r1, . . . , rn) of real numbers we denote
|r| := r1 + · · ·+ rn. Instead of a 1-tuple (x) we will occasionally just write the entry x.

1.0.2. We follow the convention for “compactness” established by Bourbaki, which means
the following: Let X be a topological space. We will call X quasicompact, if every open
cover of X admits a finite subcover. If additionally the space X is Hausdorff, we call it
compact.
The space X is said to be locally compact, if X is Hausdorff and every point of X has

a compact neighborhood.
The space X is said to be paracompact, if X is Hausdorff and every open cover of X

admits a locally finite subcover.
A formal scheme or a usual scheme is called quasicompact, if its underlying topological

space is quasicompact.

1.0.3. Let X be a topological space and A ⊆ X a subspace. We call a continuous map
τ : X → A a retraction, if the restriction of τ to A is the identity map on A. Moreover a
continuous map Φ : X × [0, 1]→ X is called a deformation retraction onto A, if Φ(·, 0) is
the identity map on X and Φ(·, 1) is a retraction onto A. If additionally Φ(a, t) = a for
all a ∈ A and t ∈ [0, 1], then Φ is called a strong deformation retraction.
A continuous map f : X → Y between topological spaces is called proper, if the

preimage of every quasicompact subset of Y under f is quasicompact. In the case that X
is Hausdorff and Y is locally compact, this definition is equivalent to the one in [Bou95,
Chapter 1, § 10.1, Definition 1], see loc.cit., § 10.3, Proposition 7. In particular in this
case proper maps are closed, see loc.cit., § 10.1, Proposition 1, and the product of two
proper maps is again proper, see loc.cit., § 10.2, Corollary 3.

1.0.4. We will work with the compactified non-negative real numbers R≥0 := R≥0∪{∞}
equipped with the obvious topology. We employ the usual conventions for calculations,
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Chapter 1. Preliminaries

namely 0 · ∞ = 0, a · ∞ = ∞ for all a ∈ R≥0 \ {0} and a sum of finitely many numbers
in R≥0 is equal to ∞ if and only if at least one of the summands is ∞. Otherwise it
is the usual sum. Also we define − log(0) := ∞. Then − log induces an isomorphism
[0, 1] ∼−→ R≥0 of topological monoids, i. e. a homeomorphism turning multiplication in
[0, 1] into addition in R≥0. Its inverse is given by R≥0

∼−→ [0, 1], x 7→ exp(−x), where we
define exp(−∞) := 0.

1.1. Analytic geometry

Here we give a brief overview of the notions from non-archimedean analytic geometry in
the sense of Berkovich.

1.1.1. Throughout the whole paper let K be a field which is complete with respect to
a non-archimedean absolute value | |. The trivial absolute value is also allowed. We
denote by K◦ :=

{
x ∈ K

∣∣ |x| ≤ 1
}
its valuation ring and by K◦◦ :=

{
x ∈ K

∣∣ |x| < 1
}

the maximal ideal. The residue field is K̃ := K◦/K◦◦ and the valuation map val : K∗ → R
is given by val := − log | |. We extend it by setting val(0) := ∞. We write |K∗| resp.
Γ := val(K∗) for the multiplicative resp. additive value group.

1.1.2. The Berkovich spectrum of a Banach ring A is denoted by M (A ). It consists of
all multiplicative bounded seminorms on A in the sense of [Ber90, § 1.1].
For every x ∈M (A ) we will denote the evaluation of x in an element f ∈ A by |f(x)|.

Recall that M (A ) carries the initial topology with respect to the evaluation functions
M (A )→ R≥0, x 7→ |f(x)| for all f ∈ A . The well-known result [Ber90, Theorem 1.2.1]
states that M (A ) is a non-empty compact space.
For every x ∈ M (A ) the kernel ℘x of A → R≥0, f 7→ |f(x)| is a closed prime ideal

of A . The resulting valuation on the integral domain A /℘x extends to a valuation on
the fraction field. The completion of this fraction field with respect to the valuation is
denoted by H (x). The residue field of the valued field H (x) is denoted by H̃ (x).

1.1.3. The Tate algebra in n variables T1, . . . , Tn with coefficients in K resp. K◦ is de-
noted by K{T1, . . . , Tn} resp. K◦{T1, . . . , Tn}. We denote by Bn := M (K{T1, . . . , Tn})
the n-dimensional Berkovich analytic ball and by Bn := Spf(K◦{T1, . . . , Tn}) the n-
dimensional formal ball. In the 1-dimensional case we will often write B with vari-
able T instead of B1 with variable T1. Furthermore we use the notations B(a, r) :={
x ∈ B

∣∣ |(T − a)(x)| ≤ r} resp. B◦(a, r) :=
{
x ∈ B

∣∣ |(T − a)(x)| < r
}
where a ∈ K◦

and r ∈ [0, 1] resp. r ∈ (0, 1], which are known as the closed resp. open discs.

1.1.4. When we talk about an analytic space, we mean a K-analytic space in the sense
of [Ber93, § 1.2]. By definition, every K-analytic space is locally Hausdorff and each of
its points has a neighborhood, which is a finite union of K-affinoid spaces, which roughly
speaking are Berkovich spectra of quotients of generalized Tate algebras. Consequently
Hausdorff analytic spaces are locally compact. In the case, that one only needs quotients
of classical Tate algebras, as introduced above, the K-analytic space is called strictly
K-analytic.
Berkovich analytic spaces are closely related with the older concept of rigid K-analytic

spaces from [BGR84, § 9]. More precisely, there is an equivalence between the category
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1.2. Formal geometry

of paracompact strictly K-analytic spaces and the category of quasi-separated rigid K-
analytic spaces which have an admissible affinoid covering of finite type, see [Ber93,
Theorem 1.6.1]. This equivalence allows us to apply results and constructions from the
classical rigid analytic setting to our Berkovich analytic setting.

1.1.5. A Banach K-algebra A is called peaked over K, if for every valuation field F over
K the norm on the base change A ⊗̂KF is multiplicative.

A point x of a K-analytic space is called peaked over K, if H (x) is peaked over K.
This notion of “peaked points” is synonymous with the notion of “universal points”

introduced in [Poi13], which is also used in the modern literature. For the present work
however, we will stick to Berkovich’s classical notion of “peaked points” from [Ber90,
§ 5.2].

1.2. Formal geometry

This section explains the formal schemes which are relevant for our work. In some sense
they form a bridge between analytic geometry and algebraic geometry. The understanding
of generic and special fibers as well as the reduction map will be of utmost importance
for us.

1.2.1. Recall that a family (Xi)i∈I of subspaces of a topological space X is called locally
finite, if every point of X has an open neighborhood which intersects only finitely many
of the Xi.

A ringA is called topologically finitely presented overK◦, if it is aK◦-algebra of the form
K◦{T1, . . . , Tn}/a for some finitely generated ideal a ⊆ K◦{T1, . . . , Tn}. If additionally A
is flat over K◦, then A is called an admissible K◦-algebra.

We call a formal scheme X locally finitely presented over K◦, if it is a locally finite union
of open affine subschemes of the form Spf(A), where A is a ring which is topologically
finitely presented over K◦. If additionally every A is an admissible K◦-algebra, then X
is called admissible.

1.2.2. Let X be an admissible formal K◦-scheme. We denote by Xs its special fiber, which
is a scheme of locally finite type over K̃. In the affine case X = Spf(A), the special fiber
is given as Xs = Spec(Ã), where Ã := A/K◦◦A. Moreover we denote by Xη its generic
fiber, which is a paracompact locally compact strictly K-analytic space. In the affine case
Xη = M (A ), where A := A ⊗K◦ K is a strictly K-affinoid algebra. The general case
is obtained by gluing together the generic fibers from the affine situation. We also want
to mention, that if (Xi)i∈I is a locally finite open cover of X by admissible affines, then
(Xi,η)i∈I is a locally finite cover of Xη by closed analytic domains.
We also have the well-known reduction map redX : Xη → Xs. It is anti-continuous,

which means that the preimage of every open subset is closed. We can explicitly describe it
in the affine case: Every point x ∈ Xη = M (A ) gives rise to a character χ̃x : Ã→ H̃ (x).
Then the kernel of χ̃x is a prime ideal of Ã and we have redX(x) = ker(χ̃x) ∈ Spec(Ã) =
Xs.

For a morphism ψ : Y → X of admissible formal K◦-schemes, we denote by ψs resp.
ψη the induced morphism of special fibers resp. generic fibers. The reduction map is
functorial in the sense that the following diagram commutes:
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Yη Xη

Ys Xs

ψη

redY redX

ψs

Details concerning these constructions can be found in [Ber94, § 1].

1.2.3. Let ψ : Y → X be a morphism of formal K◦-schemes. We say that ψ is étale, if
for every ideal of definition J ⊆ OX the induced morphism (Y,OY/JOY)→ (X,OX/J )
of schemes is étale.
More explicitly, if the absolute value on K is non-trivial, we fix a non-zero element

a ∈ K◦◦. In the trivially valued case, we set a := 0. We denote for every n ∈ N>0 by Xn
the scheme (X,OX/a

nOX), which is locally finitely presented over K◦/(an). Analogously
define Yn. Then ψ : Y→ X is étale, if and only if for all n ∈ N>0 the induced morphisms
ψn : Yn → Xn of schemes are étale.
Note that in this case in particular the induced morphism ψs : Ys → Xs of the special

fibers is étale.

1.2.4. We usually will denote formal K◦-schemes by Fraktur letters X, Y, and so on.
Algebraic K̃-schemes will be denoted by calligraphic letters X , Y, and so on. Analytic
spaces are denoted by capital Roman letters X, Y , and so on.

1.3. Standard schemes and poly-stability
Next we introduce the basic notions of standard schemes, standard pairs and poly-stable
pairs. In terms of the special fiber, the standard schemes are made up of factors which
define the concept of having “simple normal crossings” and exhibit in some sense the
tamest kind of singularity a scheme can have. We then obtain a pair by including a divisor
cut out by the coordinate functions of a ball, which can also be a factor of a standard
scheme. Requiring this shape étale locally gives rise to the notion of “strictly poly-stable”,
which can then be further generalized to “poly-stable”. The idea for considering pairs
and the way how to define them originates from [GRW16, § 3].

Definition 1.3.1. For n ∈ N and a ∈ K◦ we define the formal K◦-scheme T(n, a) :=
Spf(K◦{T0, . . . , Tn}/(T0 · · ·Tn − a)). We will refer to the formal scheme T(n, 1) as torus.
Let p ∈ N>0, n = (n1, . . . , np) and a = (a1, . . . , ap) with ni ∈ N>0 and ai ∈ K◦ for

all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Let d ∈ N. We define the following fiber product over Spf(K◦) in the
category of formal K◦-schemes:

S(n,a, d) :=
p∏
i=1

T(ni, ai)×Bd.

We call S(n,a, d) a standard scheme, if ai ∈ K◦◦ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Usually we will
refer to the coordinates of a standard scheme by

S(n,a, d) =
p∏
i=1

Spf(K◦{Ti0, . . . , Tini}/(Ti0 · · ·Tini − ai))× Spf(K◦{T1, . . . , Td}).
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This is an affine formal scheme and we get the associated ring by taking the completed
tensor products of the rings corresponding to each factor. We also include the case p = 0,
n = (0) and a = (1) to the standard schemes, i. e.

S(d) := S((0), (1), d) := Bd.

Furthermore we denote S(n,a) := S(n,a, 0). Let s ∈ N with s ≤ d. Define G(s) to
be the closed subscheme of S(n,a, d) associated to the ideal (T1 · · ·Ts), where T1, . . . , Td
denote the coordinates of the factor Bd as introduced above. In the case s = 0 we have
G(0) = ∅. One can think of G(s) as the closed subset of S(n,a, d) cut out by the equation
T1 · · ·Ts = 0. We call (S(n,a, d),G(s)) a standard pair.

1.3.2. We can find an open cover of the formal ball Bn by tori T(n, 1): Consider the
morphisms T(n, 1)→ Bn induced by sending each coordinate Ti either to Ti or to 1−Ti.
We obtain 2n different open immersions in this way and their images cover Bd.

1.3.3. Let n ∈ N, k ∈ {0, . . . , n} and a ∈ K◦. We want to consider the open formal
subscheme U of T(n, a) = Spf(K◦{T0, . . . , Tn}/(T0 · · ·Tn − a)) where T0 · · ·Tk does not
vanish. U is isomorphic to the formal spectrum of

A := K◦{T0, . . . , Tk, S, Tk+1, . . . , Tn}/(T0 · · ·TkS − 1, T0 · · ·Tn − a).

We have a K◦-algebra isomorphism between A and

B := K◦{T0, . . . , Tk, S, Tk+1, . . . , Tn}/(T0 · · ·TkS − 1, Tk+1 · · ·Tn − a).

Explicitly it is given by keeping the coordinates T0, . . . , Tk, S, Tk+1, . . . , Tn−1 fixed and

A
∼−→ B , Tn 7→ STn

B
∼−→ A , Tn 7→ T0 · · ·TkTn.

This shows that U is isomorphic to T(k + 1, 1) × T(n − k − 1, a). We will use this later
to embed a standard scheme from which we removed the zero locus of some coordinates,
into another standard scheme.

Definition 1.3.4. Let X be an admissible formalK◦-scheme and H be a closed subscheme
of X. We call (X,H) a strictly poly-stable pair, if X can be covered by open subschemes U
such that for every U there exists a standard pair (S,G) and an étale morphism ϕ : U→ S
with the property that H∩U is equal as a formal scheme to the pullback ϕ−1(G). We will
write this shortened by saying that we have an étale morphism ϕ : (U,H ∩ U)→ (S,G).
Note that in this case ϕ restricts to an étale morphism ϕ : H ∩ U→ G.
If above every standard scheme S can be chosen to be of the form S(n,a, d) with

1-tuples n and a, then the pair (X,H) is called strictly semi-stable.
Moreover X is called strictly poly-stable resp. strictly semi-stable, if (X, ∅) is strictly

poly-stable resp. strictly semi-stable.

Remark 1.3.5. This definition of a strictly poly-stable scheme is slightly different from
the one by Berkovich, since he considers standard pairs to be of the type S(n,a)×T(d, 1).
However they are equivalent, because Bd has an open cover by finitely many copies of
T(d, 1), see 1.3.2.
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Example 1.3.6. Let X be an admissible formal K◦-scheme and H ⊆ X be a closed
subscheme.

(i) Obviously every standard pair is strictly poly-stable.

(ii) (X,H) is strictly poly-stable, if and only if for every open subset U ⊆ X the pair
(U,H ∩ U) is strictly poly-stable.

(iii) Let X be smooth, which means that X can be covered by open subschemes U such
that for every U there exists an integer d ∈ N and an étale morphism U → S(d).
Then X is strictly poly-stable.

Definition 1.3.7. Let X be an admissible formalK◦-scheme and H be a closed subscheme
of X. We call (X,H) a poly-stable pair, if there exists a strictly poly-stable pair (Y,G)
and a surjective étale morphism ψ : Y → X such that G is equal as a formal scheme to
the pullback ψ−1(H). We will write this shortened by saying that we have a surjective
étale morphism ψ : (Y,G)→ (X,H).
The pair (X,H) is called semi-stable, if (Y,G) can be chosen to be a strictly semi-stable

pair.
Moreover X is called poly-stable resp. semi-stable, if (X, ∅) is poly-stable resp. semi-

stable.

Remark 1.3.8. If Spf(A) is a poly-stable scheme, then A is a reduced K◦-algebra.
This is clear, if K is trivially valued. Otherwise, this is an easy consequence of [Ber99,
Proposition 1.4].

Definition 1.3.9. Let X be a scheme of finite type over K̃. We call X a poly-stable
resp. strictly poly-stable scheme, if it is the special fiber of a poly-stable resp. strictly
poly-stable formal scheme. It is an easy consequence of [EGAIV4, Proposition 17.5.7],
that every poly-stable K̃-scheme is reduced.

Example 1.3.10. Clearly every strictly poly-stable pair is also poly-stable.
However the nodal cubic, by which we mean the affine curve over K̃ given by the

equation y2 = x2(x + 1), is an example of a poly-stable scheme which is not strictly
poly-stable, see also Example 2.4.10.

Proposition 1.3.11. Let (X,H) be a poly-stable resp. strictly poly-stable pair. Then X
and H are poly-stable resp. strictly poly-stable. In particular the special fibers Xs and Hs
are poly-stable resp. strictly poly-stable.

Proof. The claim is immediately clear for X. To see the claim for H we note that for
every standard pair (S(n,a, d),G(s)) with s ≥ 1 the closed subscheme G(s) is a standard
scheme as well, namely

G(s) =
p∏
i=1

T(ni, ai)× T(s− 1, 0)×Bd−s.

If s = 1, then T(s− 1, 0) = T(0, 0) = Spf(K◦) and this factor can be ignored.

Remark 1.3.12. Let X be a strictly poly-stable K̃-scheme and x ∈ X . It follows easily
from the definition that all irreducible components of X passing through x have the same
dimension. This also implies that the connected components of X are equidimensional.
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1.4. Stratification
The goal of this section is to generalize the notion of “stratum” from [Ber99, § 2] to our
situation involving pairs. Many properties stay true in this context, in particular we get
a nice explicit description of the strata of strictly poly-stable pairs analogous to loc.cit.,
Proposition 2.5.

Definition 1.4.1. Let X be a reduced scheme of locally finite type over a field k. We set
Nor(X ) for the normality locus of X , which is open and dense in X . We define X (0) := X
and inductively X (i+1) := X (i) \ Nor(X (i)) for i ∈ N. A stratum of X is an irreducible
component of Nor(X (i)) for some i ∈ N. Note that the strata are disjoint locally closed
subsets of X and that the family of all strata yields a locally finite cover of X . We
denote by str(X ) the set of the generic points of the strata of X . There is a bijective
correspondence between str(X ) and the set of strata of X . Moreover we denote by irr(X )
the set of irreducible components of X .

Now let H ⊆ X be a closed subset, which we will consider as a closed subscheme of
X via the induced reduced structure. A stratum of the pair (X ,H) is either a stratum
of H or a non-empty open subscheme of S of the form S \ H, where S is a stratum of
X . Again they are irreducible, locally closed and disjoint and the family of all strata
yields a locally finite cover of X . We denote str(X ,H) := str(X ) ∪ str(H). There is a
bijective correspondence between str(X ,H) and the set of strata of (X ,H). We call the
pair (X ,H) well-stratified, if no stratum of X is contained in H. This is equivalent to the
assertion that the sets str(X ) and str(H) are disjoint.

We introduce a partial order on str(X ,H) by setting for all x, y ∈ str(X ,H) that
x ≤ y if and only if x ∈ {y}, where the closure is taken in X . The pair (X ,H) is called
elementary, if str(X ,H) has a unique minimal element. We call X elementary, if (X , ∅)
is elementary.
A strata subset of X resp. (X ,H) is a union of strata of X resp. (X ,H).

Remark 1.4.2. Let X be a reduced scheme of locally finite type over a field k and U ⊆ X
an open subscheme. Then the strata of U are given as the non-empty intersections S ∩U
for all strata S of X . One easily concludes str(U) = {x ∈ str(X ) | x ∈ U}.

Remark 1.4.3. Since X is locally noetherian, there exist no infinite strictly descending
chains of elements in str(X ,H). In particular (X ,H) is elementary if and only if str(X ,H)
has a least element.

Proposition 1.4.4. Let X be a poly-stable scheme. Then the closure of every stratum
of X is a strata subset of X .

Proof. See [Ber99, Lemma 2.1 (i)].

Proposition 1.4.5. Let ψ : Y → X be an étale morphism of reduced schemes of locally
finite type over a field k. Then ψ induces an étale morphism from each stratum of Y to
a stratum of X . In particular the preimage of a stratum of X is a strata subset of Y.

Proof. See [Ber99, Lemma 2.2 (i)].

Proposition 1.4.6. If (X,H) is a poly-stable pair, then (Xs,Hs) is well-stratified. In
particular every element of str(Xs,Hs) corresponds to a stratum of either Xs or Hs.
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Proof. First one easily verifies the claim for standard pairs.
Let now (X,H) be strictly poly-stable. Assume for contradiction that there exists a

stratum with generic point x ∈ str(Xs) which is contained in Hs. Then we find an open
neighborhood U of x and an étale morphism ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G). Then x ∈ str(Us)
and let S be the corresponding stratum in Us. Now according to Proposition 1.4.5 the
map ϕ induces an étale morphism from S to a stratum of S. Let y ∈ str(Ss) be its
generic point. Then y = ϕs(x) ∈ ϕs(S) ⊆ ϕs((H ∩ U)s) ⊆ Gs. This is impossible for
standard pairs.
Finally consider an arbitrary poly-stable pair (X,H). By definition there exists a sur-

jective étale morphism ψ : (Y,G)→ (X,H) with (Y,G) strictly poly-stable. Assume for
contradiction that there exists a stratum S of Xs which is contained in Hs. The preimage
ϕ−1
s (S) is a non-empty strata subset of Ys which is contained in Gs. But this can not

happen for strictly poly-stable pairs.

Example 1.4.7. The following graphic illustrates the stratification of the K̃-scheme
X = Spec(K̃[T0, T1, T2]/(T0T1T2)):

Nor(X (0)) Nor(X (1)) Nor(X (2))

Example 1.4.8. Let (S,G) := (S(n,a, d),G(s)) be a standard pair. Then

Ss = Spec
( p⊗
i=1

K̃[Ti0, . . . , Tini ]/(Ti0 · · ·Tini)⊗ K̃[T1, . . . , Td]
)

and the pair (Ss,Gs) is elementary with the minimal stratum being the closed subset
of Ss cut out by Tij = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, j ∈ {0, . . . , ni} and T1 = 0, . . . , Ts = 0.
The minimal stratum has codimension |n| + s in Ss and every other stratum has lower
codimension.

Definition 1.4.9. Let X be a strictly poly-stable scheme and x ∈ X . We write irr(X , x)
for the set of all irreducible components of X containing x. This set is equipped with a
metric by assigning to two elements V,V ′ ∈ irr(X , x) the codimension of the intersection
V ∩V ′ at x as their distance. More explicitly, all irreducible components of X containing
x have the same dimension, say r. Since V ∩V ′ is smooth, its irreducible components are
disjoint, meaning that there is exactly one irreducible component of V∩V ′ which contains
x. Let s be its dimension. Then the requested codimension is equal to r − s.
If y ∈ X such that x ∈ {y}, then the inclusion irr(X , y) ↪→ irr(X , x) is isometric.
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Proposition 1.4.10. Let ψ : Z → Y be an étale morphism of strictly poly-stable K̃-
schemes with y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z such that y ∈ {ψ(z)}.
(i) For every V ∈ irr(Z, z) we have ψ(V) ∈ irr(Y, y).

(ii) The induced map α : irr(Z, z) → irr(Y, y) is isometric. If y = ψ(z), then α is an
isometric bijection.

Proof. We start with (i). Let V ∈ irr(Z, z). Since Z is locally noetherian, there exists a
non-empty open affine subset U ⊂ Z contained in V. Note that ψ(U) ⊂ Y is open, because
étale morphisms are open. Thus ψ(V) is an irreducible closed subset which contains a
non-empty open subset of Y. This implies that ψ(V) is an irreducible component of Y.
From z ∈ V we deduce y ∈ {ψ(z)} ⊆ ψ(V).

In order to show (ii), let V,V ′ ∈ irr(Z, z). Then dim(V) = dim(V ′) = dim(α(V ′)) =
dim(α(V)). Let W be the irreducible component of α(V) ∩ α(V ′) which contains ψ(z).
Then it also contains y. Note that ψ−1(α(V)) is the union of all V ′′ ∈ irr(Z) such that
ψ(V ′′) = α(V). This union is disjoint, because α(V) is smooth. Also ψ−1(W) is the
disjoint union of its irreducible components, because W is smooth. It follows that the
irreducible component of ψ−1(W) which contains z, is equal to the irreducible component
of V ∩ V ′ which contains z. Since it has the same dimension as W, we have shown that
α is isometric.
Now we additionally assume y = ψ(z). Take any W ∈ irr(Y, y). At least one of

the irreducible components of the closed subset ψ−1(W) contains z. This irreducible
component is contained in some V ∈ irr(Z, z). Then α(V) = W. Therefore α is also
surjective.

Proposition 1.4.11. Let (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair. For every irreducible com-
ponent V of Hs there is exactly one irreducible component W of Xs such that V ⊆ W.
Then V 6=W and in particular irr(Xs) and irr(Hs) are disjoint.

Proof. Let V be an irreducible component of Hs. Then clearly V is contained in an
irreducible component of Xs. Let x be the generic point of V and U be an open neigh-
borhood of x in X such that there exists a standard pair (S,G) and an étale mor-
phism ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G). Let y := ϕ(x). Then ϕ induces isometric bijections
α : irr(Us, x) ∼−→ irr(Ss, y) and β : irr((H∩U)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Gs, y). Consider irreducible com-
ponents W1 and W2 of Xs which contain V. We assume for contradiction that W1 6=W2.
Then β(V ∩ Us) is contained in the two distinct irreducible components α(W1 ∩ Us) and
α(W2 ∩ Us) of Ss and thus β(V ∩ Us) has codimension at least 2 in Ss, which is absurd,
since every irreducible component of Gs has codimension 1 in Ss. We concludeW1 = W2.
Because α(W1∩Us) and β(V ∩Us) have different dimensions, it follows that V 6=W1.

Definition 1.4.12. For every subset A ⊂ irr(Hs) let us denote

I(A) := {W ∈ irr(Xs) | V ⊆ W for some V ∈ A} ⊆ irr(Xs).

Proposition 1.4.13. Let X be strictly poly-stable. Then the intersection of any set of
irreducible components of Xs is smooth and the family of strata of Xs coincides with the
family of irreducible components of non-empty sets of the form⋂

V∈A
V \

⋃
W∈irr(Xs)\A

W,
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where A ⊆ irr(Xs) is a finite non-empty subset. In particular every non-empty set of the
above form is a disjoint union of strata of Xs.
Moreover all strata of a poly-stable scheme are smooth.

Proof. See [Ber99, Proposition 2.5] and [Ber99, Corollary 2.6]. Also note that the irre-
ducible components of a smooth scheme are disjoint.

Proposition 1.4.14. Let (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair. We denote

irr(Xs + Hs) := irr(Xs) ∪ irr(Hs).

Let A ⊆ irr(Xs + Hs) be finite and non-empty such that the intersection of all V ∈ A is
non-empty. We define the locally closed subset

XA :=
⋂
V∈A
V \

⋃
W∈irr(Xs+Hs)\A

W

of Xs. Then XA is non-empty if and only if A ⊆ irr(Xs) or A ∩ irr(Xs) = I(A∩irr(Hs)).
In this case the irreducible components of XA are strata of (Xs,Hs). Conversely, every
stratum of (Xs,Hs) is given as an irreducible component of XA for a suitable A, and this
A is uniquely determined.

Proof. First we prove the “only if” part. Assume that XA and A∩ irr(Hs) are non-empty.
It is clear that A ∩ irr(Xs) ⊇ I(A∩irr(Hs)). Now let W ∈ A ∩ irr(Xs) and x ∈ XA. Because
A ∩ irr(Hs) is non-empty, it follows that x ∈ Hs. The intersection W ∩ Hs is a union of
irreducible components of Hs. Let V be the one which contains x. Then V ∈ A ∩ irr(Hs)
and therefore W ∈ I(A∩irr(Hs)).
Now let us show the other direction. First consider the case that A ⊆ irr(Xs). Then by

Proposition 1.4.13 our XA is of the form S \ Hs, where S is a disjoint union of strata of
Xs. Since (Xs,Hs) is well-stratified, see Proposition 1.4.6, we get that XA is non-empty.
The second case is A ∩ irr(Xs) = I(A∩irr(Hs)), in particular A ∩ irr(Hs) is non-empty. It
follows that for every W ∈ irr(Xs) \ A the intersection W ∩ Hs is a union of irreducible
components of Hs not in A. Again with Proposition 1.4.13 we conclude that XA is a
disjoint union of strata of Hs.

The remaining claims are now obvious.

Remark 1.4.15. The statement above implies, that our notion of “stratum” agrees with
the notion of “vertical stratum” as introduced in [GRW16, 3.15.1].
Corollary 1.4.16. Let (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair such that (Xs,Hs) is elemen-
tary. Then also Xs and Hs are elementary. The minimal element of str(Xs,Hs) and
str(Hs) resp. str(Xs) is equal to the generic point of the intersection of all elements in
irr(Hs) resp. irr(Xs).
Proof. It follows from Remark 1.4.3 and Proposition 1.4.14 that the generic point of the
minimal stratum is contained in every element of irr(Xs +Hs). Moreover the intersection
of any set of elements in irr(Xs + Hs) has to be non-empty and irreducible. Indeed the
smoothness of such an intersection implies that its irreducible components are disjoint
and there can only exist a least element of str(Xs,Hs), if there is exactly one irreducible
component. Now the claims become apparent and we additionally discover that the least
elements of str(Xs,Hs) and str(Hs) coincide, since every irreducible component of Hs is
contained in an irreducible component of Xs.
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1.5. Building blocks

Let for this section (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair and x ∈ X. We establish the
notion of “building blocks”, which basically means a suitable neighborhood of x where on
the special fiber we have the same stratification and intersection behavior of irreducible
components as for standard pairs. This is essentially the situation which is classically
dealt with in Step 6 from the Proof of Theorems 5.2–5.4 in [Ber99, § 5], when constructing
the skeleton. I also was heavily influenced by [Gub10, Proposition 5.2] and [GRW16,
Proposition 4.1] to make these considerations. For later reference we will study the
structure of the building blocks in detail.

Proposition 1.5.1. Let U resp. U′ be an open neighborhood of x such that there exists a
standard pair (S,G)resp. (S′,G′) and an étale morphism ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) resp.
ϕ′ : (U′,H ∩ U′) → (S′,G′), where G = {T1 · · ·Ts = 0} and G′ = {T ′1 · · ·T ′s′ = 0}. The
morphism ϕ resp. ϕ′ induces an isometric bijection β : irr((H∩U)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Gs, y) resp.
β′ : irr((H ∩ U′)s, x) ∼−→ irr(G′s, y′), where y := ϕ(x) and y′ := ϕ′(x).

(i) For every V ∈ irr(Hs, x) there exists exactly one i ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that β(V∩Us) ⊆
{Ti = 0}.

(ii) Let V1,V2 ∈ irr(Hs, x) such that β(V1 ∩ Us) ⊆ {Ti = 0} and β(V2 ∩ Us) ⊆ {Ti =
0} for some i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Then there exists an index j ∈ {1, . . . , s′} such that
β′(V1 ∩ U′s) ⊆ {T ′j = 0} and β′(V2 ∩ U′s) ⊆ {T ′j = 0}.

Proof. (i) follows immediately from the explicit description of the irreducible components
of Gs.
Next we want to prove (ii). According to Proposition 1.4.11 there exist uniqueW1,W2 ∈

irr(Xs, x) such that V1 ⊆ W1 and V2 ⊆ W2. Let d be the distance between W1 and W2
with respect to the metric introduced in Definition 1.4.9. Then V1 and V1 have dis-
tance d+ 1. The inclusions induce isometric bijections irr((H ∩ U)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Hs, x) and
irr((H ∩ U′)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Hs, x). If there were distinct indexes j, k ∈ {1, . . . , s′} such that
β′(V1 ∩ U′s) ⊆ {T ′j = 0} and β′(V2 ∩ U′s) ⊆ {T ′k = 0}, then β′(V1 ∩ U′s) ∩ β′(V2 ∩ U′s)
would have codimension d+ 2 in S′s, implying that β(V1 ∩ Us) ∩ β(V2 ∩ Us) would have
codimension d+ 2 in Ss. But β(V1∩Us)∩β(V2∩Us) has codimension d+ 1 in Ss, which
finishes the proof.

Proposition 1.5.2. There exists an affine open neighborhood U of x, a standard pair
(S,G) and an étale morphism ϕ : (U,H ∩ U)→ (S,G) such that the following hold:

(i) The pair (Us, (H ∩ U)s) is elementary and its minimal stratum contains x.

(ii) The point ϕ(x) is contained in every irreducible component of Ss and Gs.

Proof. Let U′ be an open neighborhood of x such that there exists an étale morphism
ϕ : (U′,H∩U′)→ (S(n,a, d),G(s)) with p-tuples n and a. We remove from S(n,a, d) all
closed subsets {Tij = 0} with i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, j ∈ {0, . . . , ni} such that ϕ(x) /∈ {Tij = 0}.
The result is an open subset of S(n,a, d) which is a product T := S(n′,a′)×Bd×T(d′, 1),
as indicated in 1.3.3. Let U′′ := ϕ−1(T). This is an open neighborhood of x. The
torus T(d′, 1) can be openly embedded into a ball. Therefore we get an étale morphism
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ϕ : U′′ → S to a standard scheme S = S(n′,a′)×Bd×Bd′ , whose irreducible components
each contain ϕ(x).
Consider the subset of all elements i ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that ϕ(x) ∈ {Ti = 0}. After

a change of coordinates we may assume it is of the form {1, . . . , s′} for some s′ ≤ s.
Let then G be the closed subset {T1 · · ·Ts′ = 0} of S. Then ϕ(x) is contained in every
irreducible component of Gs.
Finally we remove from U′′ the closed subsets {y} for all y ∈ str(Xs,Hs) with x /∈ {y}.

This yields an open subset U ⊆ U′′ such that (Us, (H∩U)s) is elementary with its minimal
stratum containing x, see Proposition 1.4.4. Obviously we may replace U by an affine open
neighborhood of x in U. The resulting étale morphism ϕ : U→ S satisfies ϕ−1(G) = H∩U:

The inclusion “⊆” is clear. On the other hand, consider the étale composition H∩U→
H ∩ U′ → G(s). Every irreducible component of (H ∩ U)s contains x by Corollary 1.4.16,
therefore its image under ϕ is contained in an irreducible component of G(s), in which
ϕ(x) lies. In particular it is contained in {T1 · · ·Ts′ = 0}. This shows “⊇”.

Definition 1.5.3. We call an open neighborhood U of x together with an étale morphism
ϕ satisfying the properties from Proposition 1.5.2 a building block of (X,H) in x.
We will also say an étale morphism ψ : (Y,F) → (S,G) to a standard scheme is a

building block, if Y is affine, (Ys,Fs) is elementary and the image of the minimal element
in str(Ys,Fs) under ψ is the minimal element in str(Ss,Gs).

If we just say U is a building block of (X,H), we mean that U is an open affine subset
of X such that there exists an étale morphism (U,H∩U)→ (S,G) being a building block
in the above sense.
Moreover we say ψ : Y → S is a building block, if ψ : (Y, ∅) → (S, ∅) is a building

block.

1.5.4. Let ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) = (S(n,a, d),G(s)) be a building block of (X,H) in
x. We want to consider a point y ∈ X such that x ∈ {y}. Note that y ∈ U, because
otherwise we would have y ∈ X \U and thus {y} ⊆ X \U, which contradicts x ∈ {y}. We
can apply the same construction as in Proposition 1.5.2 to obtain a building block in y
from U and ϕ. More precisely we get an open subset U′ ⊆ U which contains y, a standard
pair (S′,G′) = (S(n′,a′, d + d′),G(s′)), an open subset T = S(n′,a′) ×Bd × T(d′, 1) of
S which also openly embeds into S′ via some torus embedding, and an étale morphism
ϕ′ : (U′,H∩U′)→ (S′,G′), which is just the restriction of ϕ to U′ followed by T ↪→ S′ after
a suitable permutation of the coordinates of Bd. This open subset U′ is together with ϕ′
a building block of (X,H) in y. Note that the open immersion (T,G′ ∩ T) ↪→ (S′,G′) is
a building block as well.

Proposition 1.5.5. Let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) be a building block of
(X,H) in x. Then the following statements hold:

(i) The point x is contained in every irreducible component of Us and (H ∩ U)s.

(ii) The preimage of every irreducible component V of Ss resp. Gs under ϕs is an
irreducible component of Us resp. (H ∩ U)s.

(iii) If x ∈ str(Xs,Hs), then the minimal stratum of (Us, (H ∩ U)s) has generic point x.

Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.4.16.
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For the proof of (ii) we note that V is smooth, thus also ϕ−1
s (V) is smooth. Furthermore

every irreducible component of ϕ−1
s (V) is contained in an irreducible component of Us

resp. (H ∩ U)s. By dimensionality reasons ϕ−1
s (V) then has to be a union of irreducible

components of Us resp. (H ∩ U)s. Since all of these contain x, this union has to consist
of a single member.
(iii) follows from Remark 1.4.2.

Proposition 1.5.6. There is a unique number s such that for all building blocks U to-
gether with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) of (X,H) in x, we have G = {T1 · · ·Ts = 0}. We
denote this number s in the following by sx. Observe that sx = 0 if and only if x /∈ H.

Proof. Let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) be a building block of (X,H) in x.
We set y := ϕ(x). Then we have bijections irr(Xs, x) ∼−→ irr(Us, x) ∼−→ irr(Ss, y) = irr(Ss)
and irr(Hs, x) ∼−→ irr((H ∩ U)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Gs, y) = irr(Gs). Let s ∈ N such that G =
{T1 · · ·Ts = 0}. Then |irr(Gs)| = s · |irr(Ss)| and therefore |irr(Hs, x)| = s · |irr(Xs, x)|.
This shows that the number s does only depend on x and not on the choice of the building
block.

Proposition 1.5.7. Let U together with ϕ : (U,H∩U)→ (S,G) = (S(n,a, d),G(sx)) be
a building block of (X,H) in x. We assume that x ∈ str(Xs,Hs) and denote by ζ the least
element in str(Ss,Gs). Then the codimension of the stratum corresponding to x in the
connected component of Xs containing x, is equal to |n|+ sx. Moreover ϕ−1

s (ζ) = {x}.
Proof. By Proposition 1.4.5 the morphism ϕ maps the stratum of (Us, (H ∩ U)s) corre-
sponding to x to the stratum of (Ss,Gs) corresponding to ϕ(x). Since ϕ(x) is contained
in every irreducible component of Ss and Gs, ϕ(x) is equal to the least element ζ of
str(Ss,Gs) and the codimension of the corresponding stratum in Ss is equal to |n|+ sx.
We know that Us is connected and equidimensional with the same dimension as Ss,
which shows the first claim. The second claim ϕ−1

s (ζ) = {x} is clear by dimensionality
reasons.

Definition 1.5.8. Let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) be a building block of
(X,H) in x. It induces an isometric bijection β : irr((H ∩ U)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Gs). For all
i ∈ {1, . . . , sx} denote by Ix,i the set of all V ∈ irr(Hs, x) such that β(V ∩Us) ⊆ {Ti = 0}.
We define Dx to be the set

{
Ix,i

∣∣ i ∈ {1, . . . , sx}}.
By Proposition 1.5.1 the definition of Dx does not depend on the choice of the building

block, the elements of Dx are disjoint subsets of irr(Hs, x) each consisting of |irr(Xs, x)|
elements and the union of all elements of Dx is equal to irr(Hs, x).

More precisely for every I ∈ Dx and every W ∈ irr(Xs, x) there exists a unique V ∈ I
such that V ⊆ W. We denote this V by VW,I . Furthermore we will denote by VI the
closed subset of Hs which is the union of all elements of I.
Theorem 1.5.9. Let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) be a building block of
(X,H) in x. Then there exists a unique bijection γϕ : {1, . . . , sx} ∼−→ Dx such that for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , sx} we have

Vγϕ(i) ∩ Us = ϕ−1
s ({Ti = 0}).

Consider the isometric bijection α : irr(Ss) ∼−→ irr(Us, x) ∼−→ irr(Xs, x) induced by ϕ and
the open immersion U ↪→ X. Then for all i ∈ {1, . . . , sx} and T ∈ irr(Ss) we have

Vα(T ),γϕ(i) ∩ Us = ϕ−1
s (T ∩ {Ti = 0}).
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Proof. ϕ induces an isometric bijection β : irr((H ∩ U)s, x) ∼−→ irr(Gs). For all i ∈
{1, . . . , sx} denote by Ix,i the set of all V ∈ irr(Hs, x) such that β(V ∩ Us) ⊆ {Ti = 0}.
We claim that γϕ defined by sending i to Ix,i for all i ∈ {1, . . . , sx} satisfies the desired
property. The inclusion “⊆” is clear from the definitions. So let us choose a point y ∈ Us
with ϕ(y) ∈ {Ti = 0}. We want to show that there exists an element V ∈ Ix,i such that
y ∈ V. Note that ϕ also induces an isometric bijection irr((H ∩ U)s, y) ∼−→ irr(Gs, ϕ(y)).
Let W ∈ irr(Gs, ϕ(y)) with W ⊆ {Ti = 0}. Then the preimage of W under this bijection
is an element of irr((H ∩ U)s, y), which contains x since U together with ϕ is a building
block, and we can choose V to be the corresponding element in irr(Hs, y). This proves
the inclusion “⊇”.
The uniqueness of γϕ is clear, since the VI ∩ Us for all I ∈ Dx are distinct to one

another.
The second claim follows immediately from Proposition 1.5.5 (ii).

Proposition 1.5.10. Let y ∈ X with x ∈ {y}. Then the inclusion irr(Hs, y) ↪→ irr(Hs, x)
induces an injective map jy,x : Dy ↪→ Dx such that for all I ∈ Dy we have I ⊆ jy,x(I). If
z ∈ X with y ∈ {z} then in particular x ∈ {z} and jz,x = jy,x ◦ jz,y.
Moreover let us denote Dx,y := {I ∈ Dx | I ∩ irr(Hs, y) 6= ∅}. Then there is a bijection

kx,y : Dx,y
∼−→ Dy given by kx,y(I) := I ∩ irr(Hs, y) for all I ∈ Dx,y.

Proof. These are immediate consequences of Proposition 1.5.1.

Proposition 1.5.11. Let ψ : Y→ X be an étale morphism of formal schemes. Consider
the pullback G := ψ−1(H) as a closed subscheme of Y. Let y ∈ Y and x := ψ(y). Then
the following statements hold:

(i) (Y,G) is a strictly poly-stable pair.

(ii) ψ induces isometric bijections irr(Ys, y) ∼−→ irr(Xs, x) and β : irr(Gs, y) ∼−→ irr(Hs, x).

(iii) ψ induces a bijection δ : Dy
∼−→ Dx such that for all I ∈ Dy we have δ(I) ={

β(V)
∣∣ V ∈ I} ∈ Dx.

Proof. (i) follows straightforward from the definition and (ii) is just an application of
Proposition 1.4.10.

In order to show (iii) let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,F) be a building block
of (X,H) in x. We define U′ to be ψ−1(U) without {z} for all z ∈ str(Ys,Gs) such that
y /∈ {z}. Then U′ together with ϕ′ := ϕ ◦ ψ : (U′,G ∩ U′)→ (S,F) is a building block of
(Y,G) in y. Now the claim is evident from the definition of Dy resp. Dx.
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Chapter 2.

Dual intersection complexes

The goal of this chapter is to define and explore the “dual intersection complex” of a
poly-stable pair. It is a geometric object which is combinatorial in its nature, in the sense
that it encodes the stratification behavior of our pair. We will need it in order to explain
the piecewise linear structure of the extended skeletons, which will be considered later.
Our exposition relies on the ideas from [Ber99, §§ 3–4] and leads us to the language

of extended poly-simplices. However I decided to not include a theory of poly-simplicial
sets, but instead lay my focus on the geometric objects.
I adapted the term “canonical polyhedron” from [GRW16, 4.6] to emphasize that the

extended poly-simplices obtained from the building blocks are canonical up to “permuta-
tion of coordinates”, which also gets a concrete meaning due to the language from § 2.1.
In the strictly poly-stable case, the dual intersection complex is then obtained by suit-
ably gluing together the canonical polyhedra along faces. The arbitrary poly-stable case
is then constructed from the strict case by allowing to identify even more faces.

2.1. Poly-simplices

We will have a look at simplices, poly-simplices, colored poly-simplices, extended poly-
simplices and morphisms between them. These objects admit geometric realizations,
which later will constitute the pieces our dual intersection complex is made up of, at
least in the strict case.

Definition 2.1.1. Let n ∈ N. A simplex is a set [n] := {0, . . . , n}.
Let p ∈ N>0 and n = (n1, . . . , np) be a p-tuple with n1, . . . , np ∈ N>0. We also allow

the case p = 0 for which we write n := (0). A poly-simplex is a set [n] := [n1]×· · ·× [np].
We define a metric on this set by assigning to each pair of p-tuples in [n] the number of
components in which they do not agree.
Let [n′] be a poly-simplex with n′ being a p′-tuple. A morphism from [n] to [n′] consists

of the following data: A map c : [n] → [n′], a subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , p}, an injective map
f : J → {1, . . . , p′} and a family (cl)l∈{1,...,p′} of maps satisfying these conditions: Let
l ∈ {1, . . . , p′}. If l ∈ im(f) then cl is an injective map [nf−1(l)] → [n′l] and if l /∈ im(f)
then cl is a map [0]→ [n′l]. The image (i1, . . . , ip′) ∈ [n′] of an element (j1, . . . , jp) ∈ [n]
under c is given by

il =
{
cl(jf−1(l)) , if l ∈ im(f)
cl(0) , else
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for all l ∈ {1, . . . , p′}. In the case n = (0) we require J = ∅. Note that if n 6= (0) and c is
injective, then it follows that J = {1, . . . , p}.
If n 6= (0) let r := (r1, . . . , rp) with ri ∈ R>0 := R>0 ∪ {∞} for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. In

the case n = (0) we require r = (0). A colored poly-simplex is a pair [n, r] := (n, r).
Let [n′, r′] be a colored poly-simplex. A morphism from [n, r] to [n′, r′] is defined by

the same data (c, J, f, (cl)l∈{1,...,p′}) as a morphism from [n] to [n′] with the additional
condition that ri = r′f(i) for all i ∈ J . Note that this condition is trivially satisfied if
p = 0. The morphism is called injective, if c is injective.
Let s ∈ N. An extended poly-simplex is a triple [n, r, s] := (n, r, s), such that [n, r] is a

colored poly-simplex.
Let [n′, r′, s′] be an extended poly-simplex. A morphism from [n, r, s] to [n′, r′, s′]

consists of a morphism from [n, r] to [n′, r′] and a map g : {0, . . . , s} → {0, . . . , s′} with
g(0) = 0 and such that every element in {1, . . . , s′} has at most one preimage under g. It
is called injective, if the morphism from [n, r] to [n′, r′] is injective and g is injective. If
g is injective, we will often just consider its restriction {1, . . . , s} → {1, . . . , s′}.
One defines in the obvious way the category of extended poly-simplices.

Proposition 2.1.2. Let [n] and [m] be two poly-simplices with p-tuple n and with q-
tuple m. Then a map [m] → [n] is isometric if and only if it is an injective morphism
of poly-simplices. If an injective morphism [m] → [n] exists, then q ≤ p. In particular
an isomorphism between [m] and [n] is the same as an isometric bijection. If [m] is
isomorphic to [n], then p = q.

Proof. This follows from [Ber90, Lemma 3.1] and the definitions.

Example 2.1.3. LetS := S(n,a, d) be a standard scheme. There is a canonical bijection
[n] ∼−→ irr(Ss). Explicitly the tuple (k1, . . . , kp) ∈ [n] corresponds to the irreducible
component {T1k1 = 0, . . . , Tpkp = 0}. Consider the generic point η of the intersection
of all irreducible components of Ss, which we can imagine as {0} ×Bd

s . If we enhance
irr(Ss) = irr(Ss, η) with the metric from Definition 1.4.9, then the above map becomes
an isometric bijection.

Example 2.1.4. Consider a standard scheme S := S(n,a, d) and an isomorphism from
[n, r, d] to [n′, r′, d] of extended poly-simplices given by the data c : [n] ∼−→ [n′], f :
{1, . . . , p} ∼−→ {1, . . . , p}, (cl)l∈{1,...,p} and g : {0, . . . , d} ∼−→ {0, . . . , d}, where r := val(a).
Then we obtain an isomorphism S′ := S(n′,a′, d) ∼−→ S(n,a, d) of formal schemes,
where a′ = (af−1(1), . . . , af−1(p)). It is induced by Tij 7→ T ′f(i),cf(i)(j) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p},
j ∈ {0, . . . , ni} and Tk 7→ T ′g(k) for all k ∈ {1, . . . , d}. With the canonical map from
Example 2.1.3 we have the following commutative diagram with isometric bijections:

irr(S′s) irr(Ss)

[n′] [n]

∼

∼

∼
c

∼
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Definition 2.1.5. Let n ∈ N and r ∈ R≥0. Then we define the geometric simplex as

∆(n, r) :=
{

(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1
≥0

∣∣ x0 + · · ·+ xn = r
}
,

which is endowed with the subspace topology of Rn+1. We also define some degenerate
geometric simplex at infinity, namely

∆(n,∞) :=
{

(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1
≥0

∣∣ xi =∞ for at least one i
}
,

where R≥0 := R≥0 ∪{∞} is equipped with the obvious topology. A vertex of a geometric
simplex is a point where at most one coordinate is distinct from 0.
Let now p, s ∈ N and n = (n1, . . . , np), r = (r1, . . . , rp) with ni ∈ N and ri ∈ R≥0 for

all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. In the case p = 0 we set n = (0) and r = (0). Then we consider the
topological space

∆(n, r, s) :=
p∏
i=1

∆(ni, ri)× Rs≥0

endowed with the product topology. It is called a geometric extended poly-simplex. We
write ∆(n, r) := ∆(n, r, 0). A vertex of a geometric extended poly-simplex is a point
whose projection to each geometric simplex factor is a vertex and every coordinate of the
projection to the factor Rs≥0 is 0.
We also define open versions of the above by setting

∆◦(n, r) :=
{

∆(n, 0), , if r = 0{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ ∆(n, r)

∣∣ xi 6= 0 for all i
}
, , if r ∈ R>0,

∆◦(n, r, s) :=
p∏
i=1

∆(ni, ri)◦ × Rs>0.

Remark 2.1.6. The degenerate simplices ∆(n,∞) look somewhat different than their
finite counterparts, however they still share the same structure in the sense, that they
can be decomposed into their faces, which are simplices of lower dimension.

Definition 2.1.7. Let [n′, r′, s′] be an extended poly-simplex with p′-tuple n′ and F
a morphism from [n, r, s] to [n′, r′, s′] given by the data (c, J, f, (cl)l∈{1,...,p′}) and g :
{0, . . . , s} → {0, . . . , s′}. In the following we want to establish a functor from the category
of extended poly-simplices to the category of topological spaces:

On objects we define the geometric realization of [n, r, s] as the topological space
∆(n, r, s).
On morphisms define the geometric realization of F as the continuous map ∆(F ) :

∆(n, r, s) → ∆(n′, r′, s′) defined as follows: First we note that every point in ∆(n, r, s)
can be represented by two tuples, namely (xij)i∈{1,...,p},j∈{0,...,ni} and (yj)j∈{1,...,s} with
xij ∈ R≥0, yj ∈ R≥0 such that ∑ni

j=0 xij = ri for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Similarly for
∆(n′, r′, s′). Then the image of the point associated with (xij) and (yj) under ∆(F ) is
the point associated with (uij) and (vj), where the components are defined like this:
For all i ∈ {1, . . . , p′}, j ∈ {0, . . . , n′i}
• if i /∈ im(f), we set

uij =
{
r′i , if j = ci(0)
0 , else,
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• if i ∈ im(f), we set

uij =
{
xf−1(i),c−1

i (j) , if j ∈ im(ci)
0 , else.

For all j ∈ {1, . . . , s′}

• if j /∈ im(g), we set vj = 0,

• if j ∈ im(g), we set vj = yg−1(j).

This defines the geometric realization functor ∆ from the category of extended poly-
simplices to the category of topological spaces.
Note that if F is an isomorphism, then ∆(F ) restricts to a homeomorphism ∆◦(F ) :

∆◦(n, r, s)→ ∆◦(n′, r′, s′). Thus we also get a functor ∆◦ from the category of extended
poly-simplices with isomorphisms between them to the category of topological spaces
with homeomorphisms between them.

Definition 2.1.8. We enhance a geometric extended poly-simplex ∆(n, r, s) with a sheaf
of monoids consisting of all functions which locally are restrictions of functions of the form

(x10, . . . , xpnp , y1, . . . , ys) 7→ λ+
p∑
i=1

ni∑
j=0

aijxij +
s∑
i=1

biyi

with λ ∈ Γ∩R≥0, aij ∈ N and bi ∈ N. We call it the sheaf of locally affine linear functions.
Note that in the above representation of the function we can assume that for every i ∈
{1, . . . , p} there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , ni} with aij = 0 by replacing every sum xi0 + · · ·+xini

with ri. Then locally each function has a unique representation of this form and every
locally affine linear function on ∆(n, r, s) has a unique global representation of this from.
One easily sees that the geometric realization functor ∆ defined above respects this

sheaf in the sense, that the pullback of a locally affine linear function with respect to
the geometric realization of a morphism of extended poly-simplices yields again a locally
affine linear function.

2.2. Canonical polyhedra

In the upcoming two sections we consider the case of a strictly poly-stable pair (X,H).
We denote X := Xs, H := Hs. Let for the rest of this section be x ∈ str(X ,H).
We want to introduce “combinatorial charts” associated to building blocks and use

them to identify geometric extended poly-simplices. In this way we obtain for every
stratum a “canonical polyhedron”. Depending on how the closures of the strata contain
one another, we also receive “face embeddings” between them.

2.2.1. As seen in Proposition 1.5.2, there exists an affine open neighborhood U of x, a
standard pair (S,G) = (S(n,a, d),G(sx)) and an étale morphism ϕ : (U,H∩U)→ (S,G)
forming a building block of (X,H) in x. We denote U := Us, S := Ss and G := Gs.
Proposition 1.4.10 implies that the open immersion U → X and the étale morphism ϕs

induce isometric bijections irr(U) = irr(U , x) ∼−→ irr(X , x) and irr(U , x) ∼−→ irr(S, ϕ(x)) =
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irr(S). Furthermore there is a canonical isometric bijection irr(S) ∼−→ [n], see Exam-
ple 2.1.3. These induce an isometric bijection [n] ∼−→ irr(X , x), which we will denote by
αϕ.

Next we recall that our building block also induces a bijection γϕ : {1, . . . , sx} ∼−→ Dx,
see Theorem 1.5.9.
We collect this data to a triple Cϕ := ([n, r, s], αϕ, γϕ), where r := val(a).

Remark 2.2.2. With the same notation as above, let [n′] be a poly-simplex and α′ :
[n′] ∼−→ irr(X , x) an isometric bijection. Then Example 2.1.3 applied to α−1

ϕ ◦ α′ shows
that there is a building block U together with ϕ′ of (X,H) in x such that αϕ′ = α′.

Proposition 2.2.3. Let [n] be a poly-simplex with n = (n1, . . . , np) and α : [n] ∼−→
irr(X , x) an isometric bijection. Then there exists a tuple r = (r1, . . . , rp) of elements
in R>0 such that for every building block ϕ : (U, ∅) → (S(n,a, d), ∅) of (X, ∅) in x with
αϕ = α we have r = val(a). We denote this tuple by rα.

Proof. This is essentially [Ber99, Proposition 4.3].

Proposition 2.2.4. In the same situation as in Proposition 2.2.3, let c : [n′] ↪→ [n] be an
injective morphism of poly-simplices with data (c, J, f, (ci)i∈{1,...,p}) and n′ = (n′1, . . . , n′p′).
We assume that there is an element y ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y such that the image of α ◦ c
is equal to irr(X , y). Then α ◦ c : [n′] ∼−→ irr(X , y) is an isometric bijection. If n′ 6= (0)
we get rα◦c = (rf(1), . . . , rf(p′)) and otherwise rα◦c = (0).

Proof. The case n′ = (0) is trivial. Therefore we may assume now that n′ 6= (0). By Re-
mark 2.2.2 there exists a building block U together with ϕ : (U, ∅) → (S(n,a, d), ∅) of
(U, ∅) in x such that αϕ = α. Note that y ∈ U, because otherwise we would have y ∈ X\U
and thus {y} ⊆ X \ U, which contradicts x ∈ {y}. We now apply the same procedure as
in the proof of Proposition 1.5.2 to obtain a suitable building block in y:
We remove from S(n,a, d) all closed subsets {Tij = 0} with i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, j ∈
{0, . . . , ni} such that ϕ(y) /∈ {Tij = 0}. By our assumptions ϕ(y) ∈ {Tij = 0} is equiv-
alent to i ∈ im(f) and j ∈ im(ci). We point to Proposition 1.5.5 here. Therefore the
result is an open subset of S(n,a, d) which is of the form T := S(n′,a′, d)×T(d′, 1) with
a′ = (af(1), . . . , af(p′)). Let U′ := ϕ−1(T). This is an open neighborhood of y. The torus
T(d′, 1) can be openly embedded into a ball. We get an étale morphism ϕ : U′ → S to a
standard scheme S(n′,a′, d+ d′), whose irreducible components each contain ϕ(y).
Finally we remove from U′ the closed subsets {z} for all z ∈ str(X ) with y /∈ {z}.

This yields an open subset U′′ ⊆ U′ such that U′′s is elementary with its minimal stratum
containing y. Obviously we may replace U′′ by an affine open neighborhood of y in U′′.
Then U′′ together with ϕ′ := ϕ|U′′ : (U′′, ∅) → (S(n′,a′, d + d′), ∅) is a building block of
(X, ∅) in y. It satisfies αϕ′ = α ◦ c and the claim is evident.

Definition 2.2.5. A combinatorial chart in x is a triple C := ([n, r, sx], α, γ) consisting
of an extended poly-simplex [n, r, sx], an isometric bijection α : [n] ∼−→ irr(X , x) and a
bijection γ : {1, . . . , sx} ∼−→ Dx such that r = rα.

Proposition 2.2.6. Let C := ([n, r, sx], α, γ) and C ′ := ([n′, r′, sx], α′, γ′) be combina-
torial charts in x. Then (α′)−1 ◦ α and (γ′)−1 ◦ γ induce an isomorphism [n, r, sx] ∼−→
[n′, r′, sx] of extended poly-simplices, which we will denote by hC,C′. It holds that hC,C = id
and hC′,C = h−1

C,C′. If C ′′ is another combinatorial chart in x, then hC,C′′ = hC′,C′′ ◦hC,C′.
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Proof. We get an isometric bijection c := (α′)−1 ◦α : [n] ∼−→ [n′] and according to Propo-
sition 2.1.2 it is an isomorphism of poly-simplices. Moreover (γ′)−1 ◦ γ : {1, . . . , sx} ∼−→
{1, . . . , sx} is a bijection. Applying Proposition 2.2.4 tells us, that c is actually an iso-
morphism [n, r] ∼−→ [n′, r′] of colored poly-simplices. Consequently we obtain the desired
isomorphisms hC,C′ and their stated properties are obvious from the construction.

Example 2.2.7. Our construction from 2.2.1 shows that combinatorial charts exist.
In fact it is an easy consequence of Example 2.1.3 and Proposition 2.2.6 that every
combinatorial chart in x is of the form Cϕ for a suitable building block U together with
ϕ of (X,H) in x.

Definition 2.2.8. Let Chartx be the category whose objects are the combinatorial charts
in x. The set of morphisms between two combinatorial charts C and C ′ in x consists only
of the isomorphism hC,C′ constructed above. One easily confirms that this in fact defines
a category in the obvious way and we have a forgetful functor ([n, r, sx], α, γ) 7→ [n, r, sx]
from Chartx to the category of extended poly-simplices with isomorphisms between them.
Let Fx be the composition of this forgetful functor with the geometric realization func-
tor ∆. We define ∆(x) to be the colimit of the functor Fx and we call ∆(x) the canonical
polyhedron of x.
If instead of ∆ we consider the functor ∆◦, we get the open canonical polyhedron ∆◦(x)

of x, which canonically embeds into ∆(x) as a subspace.
We note that every combinatorial chart ([n, r, sx], α, γ) in x gives rise to a homeomor-

phism ∆(n, r, sx) ∼−→ ∆(x). This motivates us to define the dimension of ∆(x) resp.
∆◦(x) to be |n|+sx, which is well-defined by the above considerations. From Proposition
1.5.7 we obtain that for all d ∈ N the d-dimensional canonical polyhedra correspond to
the strata of codimension d.

Example 2.2.9. Let X := S(2, a) with a ∈ K◦◦\{0}. Then Xs = K̃[T0, T1, T2]/(T0T1T2),
see Example 1.4.7. We choose x to be the minimal stratum of Xs, i. e. the origin. The
canonical polyhedron ∆(x) can then be visualized as follows.

Xs ∆(x)

Example 2.2.10. We want to illustrate the situation of the standard pair (X,H) :=
(S(1, a, 1),G(1)) for some a ∈ K◦◦ \ {0}. We can write Xs = Spec(K̃[T0, T1, T2]/(T0T1))
and Hs = {T2 = 0}. Then Xs resp. Hs decomposes into three strata with generic points
x1, x2, x3 resp. h1, h2, h3. Again the origin is the minimal stratum, denoted by h3.
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x1

x2
x3

h1

h2

h3

(Xs,Hs)

x1

x2

x3

h1

h3

h2

∆(h3)

2.2.11. Let y ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y. Let us consider a combinatorial chart C :=
([n, r, sx], α, γ) resp. D := ([n′, r′, sy], α′, γ′) in x resp. y. The inclusion irr(X , y) ↪→
irr(X , x) induces an injective morphism c := α−1◦α′ : [n′]→ [n] and by Proposition 2.2.4
it is even an injective morphism [n′, r′] → [n, r] of colored poly-simplices. Moreover let
jy,x : Dy ↪→ Dx be the injective map from Proposition 1.5.10. Then we obtain an injective
map g := γ−1 ◦ jy,x ◦ γ′ : {1, . . . , sy} ↪→ {1, . . . , sx}.

Now c and g induce an injective morphism [n′, r′, sy] → [n, r, sx] of extended poly-
simplices. We denote it by ιD,C .
Proposition 2.2.12. Let y ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y. On the one hand we consider
combinatorial charts C and C ′ in x and on the other hand we consider combinatorial
charts D and D′ in y. Then h−1

C,C′ ◦ ιD′,C′ ◦ hD,D′ = ιD,C

Proof. This is immediately clear from the way the morphisms have been constructed.

Definition 2.2.13. Let y ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y. From Proposition 2.2.12 we can
conclude that the injective morphisms ιD,C give rise to a well-defined injective continuous
map ιy,x : ∆(y) ↪→ ∆(x). We call it the face embedding from y to x.
Proposition 2.2.14. Let y, z ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y ≤ z. Then ιx,x = id and ιz,x =
ιy,x ◦ ιz,y. This allows us to identify ∆(y) with a subspace of ∆(x).
Proof. Again just go through the construction and use the cocycle property stated in
Proposition 1.5.10.

Lemma 2.2.15. Let C := ([n, r, sx], α, γ) be a combinatorial chart in x. Then for
every injective morphism [n′, r′, s′] → [n, r, sx] of extended poly-simplices consisting of
c : [n′] ↪→ [n] and g : {1, . . . , s′} ↪→ {1, . . . , sx} there exists a unique stratum y ∈ str(X ,H)
with x ≤ y such that im(γ ◦ g) = Dx,y and D := ([n′, r′, s′], α ◦ c, kx,y ◦ γ ◦ g) is a
combinatorial chart in y, where Dx,y and kx,y are as in Proposition 1.5.10. In this case
c and g induce the injective morphism ιD,C and consequently the face embedding ιy,x.
Moreover y does only depend on im(c) and im(g), and conversely y uniquely determines
im(c) and im(g).
Proof. Let J be the subset of all V ∈ irr(H, x) such that V is contained in some element
of im(α ◦ c) ⊆ irr(X , x). Consider the intersection⋂

W∈im(α◦c)
W ∩

⋂
I∈im(γ◦g)

⋂
V∈I∩J

V.
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Note that for every I ∈ im(γ◦g) the intersection I∩J consists of |im(α◦c)| elements. The
generic points of the irreducible components of this intersection are elements of str(X ,H),
see Proposition 1.4.14. Moreover this intersection is smooth, thus it has exactly one
irreducible component which contains x. Let y be the generic point of this irreducible
component. By construction we have y ∈ str(X ,H) and it satisfies the conditions x ≤ y,
im(α ◦ c) = irr(X , y) and im(γ ◦ g) = Dx,y. Conversely this three conditions force us to
make the choice for y as we did, which shows uniqueness.

Clearly y does only depend on im(c) and im(g). Note that another choice of c and g
such that im(c) or im(g) changes, would give rise to a different y. We convince ourselves
now that D is a combinatorial chart in y.
It follows from Proposition 2.1.2 that α ◦ c : [n′] ∼−→ irr(X , y) is an isometric bijection.

Obviously kx,y ◦ γ ◦ g : {1, . . . , s′} ∼−→ Dy is a bijection. The only thing left to check is the
equality r′ = rα◦c, but this is a consequence of Proposition 2.2.4.

Lemma 2.2.16. We continue to denote x ∈ str(X ,H).
(i) Then

∆(x) =
⋃

∆◦(y),
where the union ranges over all y ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y. Moreover this union is
disjoint.

(ii) Let y, z ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y and x ≤ z. If ∆(y) ∩∆◦(z) 6= ∅, then ∆(z) ⊆ ∆(y)
and y ≤ z.

Proof. First one easily verifies the following elementary geometric facts:
• Every geometric poly-simplex ∆(n, r, s) can be written as the union of open sim-
plices ∆◦(n′, r′, s′), which are considered as subspaces via the geometric realization
of injective morphisms [n′, r′, s′]→ [n, r, s]

• Let (c′, g′) : [n′, r′, s′] → [n, r, s] and (c′′, g′′) : [n′′, r′′, s′′] → [n, r, s] be two in-
jective morphisms. If im(c′) = im(c′′) and im(g′) = im(g′′) then ∆◦(n′, r′, s′) =
∆◦(n′′, r′′, s′′). Otherwise ∆◦(n′, r′, s′) and ∆◦(n′′, r′′, s′′) are disjoint.

• If ∆(n′, r′, s′) ∩ ∆◦(n′′, r′′, s′′) 6= ∅, then ∆(n′′, r′′, s′′) ⊆ ∆(n′, r′, s′). In this case
we have im(c′′) ⊆ im(c′) and im(g′′) ⊆ im(g′), in particular there exists an injective
morphism (c̃, g̃) : [n′′, r′′, s′′]→ [n′, r′, s′] such that (c′′, g′′) = (c′, g′) ◦ (c̃, g̃).

Now the claims are straightforward consequences of Lemma 2.2.15.

2.3. The strict case
Again let (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair and X := Xs, H := Hs.
In the following, we define the dual intersection complex by gluing together the canon-

ical polyhedra along the face embeddings. We also provide an easy example.
2.3.1. We consider the partially ordered set str(X ,H) in the obvious way as a category.
Explicitly its objects are the elements of str(X ,H) and the set of morphisms from y to x
is the set containing the pair (y, x) if x ≤ y and the empty set otherwise. Let F(X,H) be
the functor from str(X ,H) to the category of topological spaces which maps x to ∆(x)
and a pair (y, x) to the face embedding ιy,x : ∆(y) ↪→ ∆(x).
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Definition 2.3.2. We define the dual intersection complex C(X,H) of the strictly poly-
stable pair (X,H) to be the colimit of this functor F(X,H) from above.

Lemma 2.3.3. More explicitly we can describe the dual intersection complex as

C(X,H) =
⊔

x∈str(X ,H)
∆(x)/ ∼ ,

where ∼ is the equivalence relation on the disjoint union given as follows: Two points
a ∈ ∆(x) and b ∈ ∆(y) are in relation a ∼ b iff there exists an element z ∈ str(X ,H)
with x ≤ z and y ≤ z such that a, b ∈ ∆(z) and a agrees with b in ∆(z), i. e. there exists
a point c ∈ ∆(z) such that ιz,x(c) = a and ιz,y(c) = b.

Proof. The only non-trivial thing to check is, that the relation ∼ is in fact transitive: Let
x, y, z ∈ str(X ,H) and a ∈ ∆(x), b ∈ ∆(y), c ∈ ∆(z) with a ∼ b and b ∼ c. By definition
there exist v, w ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ v, y ≤ v, y ≤ w, z ≤ w such that a, b ∈ ∆(v),
b, c ∈ ∆(w) and a agrees with b in ∆(v) and b agrees with c in ∆(w).
Let u ∈ str(X ,H) be the unique element with y ≤ u and b ∈ ∆◦(u), see Lemma 2.2.16.

Since b ∈ ∆(v) ∩ ∆◦(u) and b ∈ ∆(w) ∩ ∆◦(u) we get v ≤ u and w ≤ u. In particular
x ≤ u, z ≤ u and a, b, c all agree in ∆(u), which shows a ∼ c.

Definition 2.3.4. For every x ∈ str(X ,H) the canonical map ∆(x)→ C(X,H) is injective
according to Lemma 2.3.3 and we call its image the face of C(X,H) associated to x. It is
a closed subset of C(X,H) and we denote it by ∆(x) as well. Similarly we consider ∆◦(x)
as a subspace of C(X,H), called the open face of C(X,H) associated to x. We point out
that ∆◦(x) is in general not an open subset of C(X,H). It is however an open subset of
∆(x).

Let y ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ y. The injective continuous map ∆(y) ↪→ ∆(x) of subspaces
of C(X,H) induced by the face embedding ιy,x is called a face embedding as well.

Corollary 2.3.5. Let x, y ∈ str(X ,H). Then we have an equality

∆(x) ∩∆(y) =
⋃

∆(z)

of closed subsets of C(X,H), where the union ranges over all z ∈ str(X ,H) with x ≤ z
and y ≤ z.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.3.3.

Corollary 2.3.6. C(X,H) is equal to the union of its open faces, and this union is
disjoint.

Proof. Use Lemma 2.2.16 (i) and Corollary 2.3.5.

Example 2.3.7. Let X := S(1, a) = Spf(K◦{T0, T1}/(T0T1−a)) for some a ∈ K◦◦ \{0}.
Pick b1, b2, b3 ∈ K◦ \K◦◦ such that b2 and b3 do not reduce to the same element in the
residue field K̃. We denote by H1, H2, H3 the disjoint closed subschemes of X defined by
the ideals (T1− b1), (T0− b2), (T0− b3), respectively. Then consider H := H1∪H2∪H3. If
we embed Xη into the unit ball B = M (K{T}) via T 7→ T1 as an annulus of inner radius
|a| and outer radius 1, we can describe Hη as the three points of type 1 corresponding to
the elements b1, ab−1

2 , ab−1
3 of K◦. The special fiber Hs consists of 3 points, namely the
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point H1,s, which lies on {T0 = 0}, and the points H2,s, H3,s, which lie on {T1 = 0}. In
the dual intersection complex C(X,H) the infinite rays correspond to these three points.
The line segment has length val(a) and is just the dual graph of Xs.

(Xs,Hs)

{T0 = 0}

{T1 = 0}

C(X,H)

|a|
1

(Xη,Hη)

Lemma 2.3.8. Let (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair and ψ : Y→ X an étale morphism.
Consider G := ψ−1(H). Then the induced morphism ψ : (Y,G)→ (X,H) of strictly poly-
stable pairs induces a continuous map C(ψ) : C(Y,G) → C(X,H) of dual intersection
complexes respecting faces and face embeddings.
Moreover this construction is functorial, i. e. if ψ′ : Z→ Y is another étale morphism,

then C(ψ ◦ ψ′) = C(ψ) ◦ C(ψ′).

Proof. We continue to use the notations from Proposition 1.5.11 and its proof. We have
already seen there that ψ induces a bijection δ : Dy

∼−→ Dx. In our situation we choose
y ∈ str(Ys,Gs) and therefore x = ψ(y) ∈ str(Xs,Hs). Moreover ψ induces an isometric
bijection α : irr(Ys, y) ∼−→ irr(Xs, x) such that αϕ = α ◦ αϕ′ . One now easily sees that α
and δ give rise to a homeomorphism hy,x : ∆(y) ∼−→ ∆(x). If we have y′ ∈ str(Ys,Gs)
with y′ ≤ y, then x′ := ψ(y′) ∈ str(Xs,Hs) satisfies x′ ≤ x and hy′,x′ ◦ ιy,y′ = ιx,x′ ◦ hy,x.
In conclusion we obtain a continuous map C(ψ) : C(Y,G) → C(X,H), which is on the
faces given by our constructed homeomorphisms hy,x. The functoriality is clear.

2.4. The general case

Let now (X,H) be a poly-stable pair. We choose a strictly poly-stable pair (Y,G) and a
surjective étale morphism ψ : (Y,G)→ (X,H).

With the help of the coequalizer we define the dual intersection complex using the one
from the strict case. Up to a canonical homeomorphism it turns out to be independent
of the choice of (Y,G) and ψ. Moreover we study its structure and give an example.

Definition 2.4.1. Let f : Z → Y and g : Z → Y be two continuous maps of topological
spaces. Then we define the coequalizer of f and g, denoted by

coker(Z ⇒ Y ),

as the quotient space Y/∼, where ∼ is the equivalence relation on Y identifying two
elements y, y′ ∈ Y iff there exists an element z ∈ Z such that f(z) = y and g(z) = y′.
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Definition 2.4.2. We consider the fiber product Z := Y×XY via ψ and the two canonical
projections p1 and p2 from Z to Y. Let us denote F := p−1

1 (G) = p−1
2 (G), which we see

as a closed subscheme of Z. Applying Lemma 2.3.8 yields us two continuous maps C(p1)
and C(p2) from C(Z,F) to C(Y,G).
We now define the dual intersection complex C(X,H) as the coequalizer

coker(C(Z,F) ⇒ C(Y,G))

with respect to C(p1) and C(p2). There is a canonical projection π : C(Y,G)→ C(X,H)
by which C(X,H) inherits the quotient topology.
We define a face resp. open face of C(X,H) to be the image of a face resp. open face

of C(Y,G) under π.

Lemma 2.4.3. Each of the projections p1 and p2 induces a morphism str(Zs)→ str(Ys)
resp. str(Fs) → str(Gs) of partially ordered sets, see Proposition 1.4.5. Then the mor-
phism ψ induces isomorphisms of partially ordered sets

coker(str(Zs) ⇒ str(Ys)) ∼−→ str(Xs) and coker(str(Fs) ⇒ str(Gs)) ∼−→ str(Hs).

Moreover every pair x ≤ x′ in str(Xs,Hs) comes from a pair y ≤ y′ in str(Ys,Gs).

Proof. The first part is an immediate application of [Ber99, Corollary 2.8].
The remaining claim is evident from the first one in the case x, x′ ∈ str(Xs) or x, x′ ∈

str(Hs). So let us consider the case x ∈ str(Hs) and x′ ∈ str(Xs). The preimage of the
stratum corresponding to x resp. x′ under ψs is a non-empty strata subset S resp. T of
Gs resp. Ys. Pick any stratum of Gs which lies over the stratum corresponding to x and
let y be its generic point. Since taking the topological closure is compatible with taking
preimage under an open continuous map, we conclude from x ≤ x′ and y ∈ S that y is
contained in the closure of T . But this means that y ∈ {y′} for some y′ ∈ str(Ys) whose
associated stratum lies over the associated stratum of x′.

Proposition 2.4.4. Let y ∈ str(Ys,Gs). Then the preimage of π(∆◦(y)) resp. π(∆(y))
under π is equal to the union of all ∆◦(y′) resp. ∆(y′) with y′ ∈ str(Ys,Gs) such that
ψs(y) = ψs(y′). In particular the open faces of C(Y,G) are disjoint.

Proof. The claim for the open faces π(∆◦(y)) follows from Lemma 2.4.3, Corollary 2.3.6
and Lemma 2.3.8. The assertion about the faces π(∆(y)) is then an easy consequence
using Lemma 2.2.16.

Lemma 2.4.5. We state some fundamental properties of faces of the dual intersection
complex:

(i) Every face of C(X,H) is a closed subset of C(X,H).

(ii) There is a bijective correspondence between the faces resp. open faces of C(X,H)
and the strata of (Xs,Hs). For every x ∈ str(Xs,Hs) we will denote by ∆(x) resp.
∆◦(x) the corresponding face resp. open face. Then ∆◦(x) is contained in ∆(x) as
an open subset.
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(iii) For x, x′ ∈ str(Xs,Hs) with x ≤ x′ we have an inclusion ιx′,x : ∆(x′) ↪→ ∆(x),
which we call a face embedding. More explicitly, there exist y, y′ ∈ str(Ys,Gs) with
x := ψs(y), x′ := ψs(y′) and y ≤ y′. Then ιx′,x is induced by ιy′,y via π and ιx′,x
does not depend on the choice of y, y′.
If x′′ ∈ str(Xs,Hs) with x′ ≤ x′′ we have ιx′′,x = ιx′,x ◦ ιx′′,x′. We use the face
embeddings to consider ∆(x′) as a subspace of ∆(x).

(iv) The restriction of π to an open face of C(Y,G) induces a homeomorphism onto an
open face of C(X,H).

Proof. Every face of C(X,H) is equal to π(∆(y)) for some y ∈ str(Ys,Gs). By Proposition
2.4.4 the preimage of π(∆(y)) under π is equal to the union of all ∆(y′) such that ψs(y) =
ψs(y′). This union of the ∆(y′) is a closed subset of C(Y,G), therefore π(∆(y)) ⊆ C(X,H)
is closed, which proves (i).
It also becomes clear how to define the correspondence in (ii). For every x ∈ str(Xs,Hs)

define ∆(x) to be the image under π of the union of all ∆(y′) with y′ ∈ str(Ys,Gs) such
that ψs(y′) = x. According to the above ∆(x) is a face of C(X,H). Obviously every face
of C(X,H) can be obtained in this way and for each face the x ∈ str(Xs,Hs) is uniquely
determined. Proceed analogously for open faces to complete the claim (ii).
We handle (iii) again with Lemma 2.4.3 and the claim follows from the fact that the

whole construction respects the face embeddings in the strictly poly-stable case.
Finally (iv) follows from Corollary 2.3.6.

Remark 2.4.6. Despite their notation, in the poly-stable case the faces ∆(x) do in
general no longer look like geometric poly-simplices. However they can be obtained from
a geometric poly-simplex by gluing together some of its faces. Which faces are glued
together and in which way, is dictated by how the strata of (Ys,Gs) map to the ones of
(Xs,Hs) under ψs.

Theorem 2.4.7. Let us collect some important results concerning the structure of the
dual intersection complex. Let x, x′ ∈ str(Xs,Hs).

(i) We have
∆(x) =

⋃
∆◦(x′′),

where the union ranges over all x′′ ∈ str(Xs,Hs) with x ≤ x′′, and this union is
disjoint.

(ii) If ∆(x) ∩∆◦(x′) 6= ∅, then x ≤ x′.

(iii) We have an equality
∆(x) ∩∆(x′) =

⋃
∆(x′′)

of closed subsets of C(X,H), where the union ranges over all x′′ ∈ str(Xs,Hs) with
x ≤ x′′ and x′ ≤ x′′.

(iv) C(X,H) is equal to the union of its open faces, and this union is disjoint.

Proof. We prove (i) by writing ∆(x) = π(∆(y)) for some y ∈ str(Ys,Gs) and decomposing
∆(y) into its open faces. Then the claim is clear from Proposition 2.4.4.
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In order to verify (ii) we assume ∆(x) ∩ ∆◦(x′) 6= ∅. By (i) we can decompose ∆(x)
into open faces ∆◦(x′′) with x′′ ∈ str(Xs,Hs) such that x ≤ x′′. Since the open faces are
disjoint, we conclude ∆◦(x′′) = ∆◦(x′) for some x′′, therefore x′′ = x′ and x ≤ x′.
Similarly (iii) is shown by decomposing into open faces and (iv) is clear.

Proposition 2.4.8. Let χ : V→ Y be a surjective étale morphism of admissible formal
schemes and E := χ−1(G). We denote by W the fiber product V ×X V via ψ ◦ χ and by
D the pullback of E with respect to one of the canonical projections W→ V. Then C(χ)
induces a face respecting homeomorphism of coequalizers

coker(C(W,D) ⇒ C(V,E)) ∼−→ coker(C(Z,F) ⇒ C(Y,G)).

Proof. Denote by π′ the projection C(V,E) → coker(C(W,D) ⇒ C(V,E)). Let v ∈
str(Vs,Es) and x := ψ(χ(v)) ∈ str(Xs,Hs). Then C(χ) induces a homeomorphism from
π′(∆(v)) to π(∆(y)), where y is any element in str(Ys,Gs) with ψ(y) = x. The homeo-
morphism between the coequalizers is obtained by gluing together these homeomorphisms
between the faces. Accordingly, one gets the inverse by gluing together the inverse home-
omorphisms between the faces.

Remark 2.4.9. So far we made all our considerations with respect to the choice of a
strictly poly-stable pair (Y,G) and a surjective étale morphism ψ : (Y,G) → (X,H).
However the dual intersection complex C(X,H) only depends on this choice up to a
canonical homeomorphism respecting the faces. One way to prove this, is to pick another
pair (Y′,G′) and another morphism ψ′ : (Y′,G′) → (X,H) and then apply Proposition
2.4.8 with V being the fiber product Y×X Y′ via ψ and ψ′. Then we can choose χ to be
the first as well as the second projection. This justifies speaking of “the” dual intersection
complex of (X,H).

Example 2.4.10. We want to give a sketch of a non-strict example. There is an admis-
sible formal scheme X whose generic fiber is a smooth analytic curve and whose special
fiber is a curve with a nodal singularity, as seen in the graphic below. It admits a strictly
semi-stable formal scheme Y and a surjective étale morphism Y→ X. The generic fiber
Yη is smooth and the special fiber Ys has two ordinary double points at the intersection
of the irreducible components.

Ys

−→

Xs

−→

C(Y) C(X)
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Chapter 3.

Extended Skeletons

We approach the main purpose of this thesis, namely the development and investigation
of the “extended skeleton”. Its definition relies on the classical skeleton described by
Berkovich, which is why we give a brief outline of his method from [Ber99, § 5].
In the case of a non-trivially valued field K, our technique for defining the extended

skeleton of a standard pair and later of a building block, is essentially the ε-approximation
method already used in [GRW16, 4.2 and 4.3]. One can think of taking successively
growing classical skeletons and taking their union in order to obtain the extended skeleton.
Following [GRW16, 4.6], the extended skeleton of a strictly poly-stable pair is then

made up of the building block skeletons, as their name already suggests.
In the arbitrary poly-stable case we apply the procedure from Step 9 of the Proof of

Theorems 5.2–5.4 in [Ber99, § 5] to our situation. We are then able to formulate and
prove our main theorems.
Finally the case of a trivially valued field K has to be considered separately, since here

our ε-approximation method is not available. However it is possible by passing to a non-
trivially valued extension of K, to extend all of our results from before to this situation
as well.

3.1. Classical construction

In this section we give an overview of the construction of the skeleton as performed in
[Ber99, § 5].

3.1.1. First we describe how to construct the skeleton of a formal scheme X := S(n,a),
where p ∈ N>0, n = (n1, . . . , np) and a = (a1, . . . , ap) with ni ∈ N>0 and ai ∈ K◦ for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.

Let A be the K-affinoid algebra K{T10, . . . , T1n1 , . . . , Tp0, . . . , Tpnp}/a, where a is the
ideal generated by Ti0 · · ·Tini − ai for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then we set X := Xη = M (A )
and r := val(a) = (val(a1), . . . , val(ap)). We define the tropicalization map as

trop : X → ∆(n, r)
x 7→ (− log |T10(x)|, . . . ,− log |Tpnp(x)|).

Recall that ∆(n, r) is the geometric poly-simplex from Definition 2.1.5. The map trop is
well-defined and continuous. Furthermore we define a map σ : ∆(n, r) → X, s 7→ | |s,
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Chapter 3. Extended Skeletons

where ∣∣∣∑
µ

cµT
µ
∣∣∣
s

:= max
µ
|cµ| exp(−µ · s)

and µ · s := µ10s10 + · · · + µpnpspnp for all µ = (µ10, . . . , µpnp). Note here that every
element f ∈ A can be uniquely represented by a formal power series ∑µ cµT

µ such that
cµ = 0 for all µ with Tµ being divisible by Ti0 · · ·Tini for some i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. This is the
representative for f one has to choose in the above definition. It is easy to show that σ
is well-defined and continuous.
A straightforward calculation confirms that σ is a right inverse to trop and that τ :=

σ ◦ trop is a retraction of X onto the closed compact subset S := σ(∆(n, r)), which is
homeomorphic to ∆(n, r) via trop. We call S the skeleton of X.

Proposition 3.1.2. We use the same notations as above. Let x be the generic point of
the minimal stratum of Xs. Then trop restricts to a homeomorphism

S ∩ red−1
X (x) ∼−→ ∆◦(n, r).

Proof. It is enough to prove that for all s ∈ ∆◦(n, r) we have redX(σ(s)) = x. Let us
write

Ã :=
p⊗
i=1

K̃[Ti0, . . . , Tini ]/(Ti0 · · ·Tini − ãi),

where ãi is the reduction of ai moduloK◦◦. Then x ∈ Xs = Spec(Ã) is the ideal generated
by Tij for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and j ∈ {1, . . . , ni} such that ãi = 0, in other words |ai| < 1.
It is now easy to see from the definitions that redX(σ(s)) ∈ Xs is an ideal containing
x, because |Tij |s < 1. To show that it is also contained in x, note that for the indexes
i ∈ {1, . . . , p} with |ai| = 1 we have ∆(ni,− log |ai|) = ∆(ni, 0) = {0}.

Example 3.1.3. Let a ∈ K◦◦ \ {0} and ε := |a|. We consider the standard scheme
X = S(1, a). Below there is a sketch of the Berkovich unit disc B. If one removes the
gray part, we obtain the generic fiber X = S(1, a)η, which is the closed annulus with
outer radius 1 and inner radius ε. Then the skeleton S is homeomorphic to ∆(1,− log(ε)),
which is visualized as the red segment. Its upper endpoint corresponds to the Gauß norm
whereas the lower endpoint corresponds to the “modified Gauß norm” given by sending
a strictly convergent power series ∑∞n=0 cnT

n ∈ K{T} to max
n∈N
|cn|εn.

Gauß point

0
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3.1. Classical construction

3.1.4. Next we construct a proper strong deformation retraction Φ : X × [0, 1] → X.
Let B be the K-affinoid algebra K{T10, . . . , T1n1 , . . . , Tp0, . . . , Tpnp}/b, where b is the
ideal generated by Ti0 · · ·Tini − 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. We denote the K-affinoid space
G := M (B), which has a canonical structure of a K-analytic group induced by the
multiplication of coordinates. We call G the K-affinoid torus and note that it is the
generic fiber of S(n,b) with b = (1, . . . , 1). There is an obvious K-analytic group action
µ : G×X → X. For every t ∈ [0, 1] consider the K-analytic subgroups

Gt :=
{
x ∈ G

∣∣ |(Tij − 1)(x)| ≤ t for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and j ∈ {0, . . . , ni}
}
.

Each subgroup Gt has a unique maximal point, which we will denote by gt. Since these
gt are peaked points, we can consider for all x ∈ X the ∗-product gt ∗ x as introduced in
[Ber90, p. 100]. This provides us a continuous map Φ : X × [0, 1] → X, (x, t) 7→ gt ∗ x.
For details see [Ber90, § 5.2 and § 6.1].

In this situation, the ∗-product can be explicitly described, namely if f = ∑
µ cµT

µ we
have

|f(gt ∗ x)| = max
ν
|∂νf(x)|tν , where ∂νf :=

∑
µ≥ν

(
µ

ν

)
cµT

µ

with ν = (ν10, . . . , νpnp) and the usual multi-index notations. It now becomes easy to
check that Φ(·, 0) = idX , Φ(·, 1) = τ and Φ(·, t)|S = idS for all t ∈ [0, 1]. This means that
Φ is a strong deformation retraction of X onto S. It is clear from X being a compact
space, that Φ is proper.

Proposition 3.1.5. We use the same notations as above. Then for every x ∈ X there
exists an element t′ ∈ [0, 1] such that x = Φ(x, t) for all t ∈ [0, t′] and the map [t′, 1]→ X,
t 7→ Φ(x, t) is injective.

Proof. We use the explicit description of Φ(x, t) = gt ∗ x from above. Pick t′ to be the
maximum value for t ∈ [0, 1] such that |∂νf(x)|tν ≤ |f(x)| for all ν and f ∈ A . One can
check that this t′ satisfies the claim.

3.1.6. Suppose we are given a formal scheme S := S(n,a), where p ∈ N>0, n =
(n1, . . . , np) and a = (a1, . . . , ap) with ni ∈ N>0 and ai ∈ K◦ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}.
We consider G := Spf(K◦{T10, . . . , T1n1 , . . . , Tp0, . . . , Tpnp}/b), where b is the ideal gen-
erated by Ti0, . . . , Tini − 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then G can be considered as a group
object in the category of formal K◦-schemes. Its generic fiber is the analytic group G
as introduced in 3.1.4. We denote by Ĝ the formal completion of G along its unit. The
formal scheme Ĝ is a formal group and it acts in the evident way on S. Its generic fiber
is Ĝη = ⋃

t<1Gt.
Now let X = Spf(A) be an admissible affine formal scheme over K◦ and ϕ : X → S

an étale morphism. We denote X := Xη = M (A ), where A := A ⊗k◦ k. By [Ber99,
Lemma 5.5] the formal group action of Ĝ on S extends uniquely to an action of Ĝ on X.
In particular this gives rise to an analytic group action of Ĝη on X extending the one on
Sη.
We now define a map τ : X → X by sending a point x ∈ X to the point τ(x) given by

|f(τ(x))| := sup
t<1
|f(gt ∗ x)|
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for all f ∈ A . It is clear that this yields a bounded seminorm on A . One can show that
this seminorm is also multiplicative and thus τ is well-defined.

Next we consider the map ΦX : X × [0, 1]→ X,

(x, t) 7→
{
gt ∗ x , if t < 1
τ(x) , else.

We define the skeleton S(X) of X to be the image of the map τ . One can show that the
maps τ and ΦX are continuous and do not depend on the choice of the étale morphism ϕ,
that S(X) is a closed subset of X and that ΦX is a proper strong deformation retraction
from X onto S(X), see [Ber99, §5, Steps 5–7].

We also note that if Y is an admissible affine formal scheme over K◦ and ψ : Y → X
an étale morphism, then [Ber99, Lemma 5.5] shows that ψη ◦ ΦY = ΦX ◦ (ψη × id).
A particularly important special case used in the proof of these claims is the following:

Lemma 3.1.7. Let ϕ : X → S be a building block, in particular ϕs induces a bijection
irr(Xs) ∼−→ irr(Ss). Then S(X) = ϕ−1

η (S(S)) and ϕη induces a homeomorphism S(X) ∼−→
S(S).
Let x resp. ζ be the generic point of the minimal stratum of Xs resp. Ss. Then the

homeomorphism from above restricts to a homeomorphism

S(X) ∩ red−1
X (x) ∼−→ S(S) ∩ red−1

S (ζ).

Moreover there is a canonical bijection between irr(Xs) and the vertices of S(X), by
which we mean the points in S(X) corresponding to the vertices of S(S) = ∆(n, r) under
ϕη. The set of vertices of S(X) is independent of S and ϕ.

Proof. For the first two claims see [Ber99, §5, Step 6]. For the remaining claims concerning
the vertices, consider the generic point y of an irreducible component of Xs. Then S(X)∩
red−1

X (y) consists of a single point. The reason for this is, that ξ := ϕs(y) is the generic
point of an irreducible component of Ss and ϕ−1

s (ξ) = {y}. Therefore we can conclude
with redS ◦ ϕη = ϕs ◦ redX that ϕη induces a homeomorphism S(X) ∩ red−1

X (y) ∼−→
S(S)∩red−1

S (ξ) and we know that S(S)∩red−1
S (ξ) consists of a vertex point of S(S).

3.1.8. In the upcoming step, we want to globalize these constructions and extend it to
arbitrary poly-stable formal schemes. Let X be a poly-stable formal scheme over K◦.
We denote X := Xη. By definition there exists a surjective étale morphism ψ : Y → X
where Y is strictly poly-stable, meaning that every point in Y has an open neighborhood
that admits an étale morphism to a standard scheme. Now we want to define a map
Φ : X × [0, 1]→ X as follows:
Let x ∈ X and t ∈ [0, 1]. Choose any point y ∈ Yη with ψη(y) = x, which exists by

Lemma 3.5.3. Then we can choose an open affine subscheme U of Y such that y ∈ Uη and
which admits an étale morphism to a formal scheme as in 3.1.6. In particular we have a
deformation retraction ΦU of Uη onto S(U) and we set Φ(x, t) := ψη(ΦU(y, t)).
This yields a well-defined continuous proper map Φ : X × [0, 1]→ X which is indepen-

dent of the choice of Y and ψ. We use this to define a continuous map τ : X → X by
τ(x) := Φ(x, 1). Furthermore we define the skeleton of X to be S(X) := τ(X). According
to [Ber99, Theorem 5.2] the skeleton S(X) is a closed subset of X and Φ is a proper strong
deformation retraction of X onto S(X).
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Example 3.1.9. Let X be a strictly poly-stable formal scheme over K◦. Then there
exists a cover (Ui)i∈I of X such that every Ui is of the form discussed in 3.1.6. According
to the above construction, where we set Y to be the disjoint union of all the Ui, the
skeleton S(X) is equal to the union of all skeletons S(Ui).

Example 3.1.10. Let X := S(n,a, d) be a standard scheme. We can use 1.3.2 to get an
open cover of X by copies of T := S(n,a)×T(d, 1) and it is easy to see, that the skeleton
S(X) is equal to the image of S(T) under any of the induced Laurent domain embeddings
Tη → Xη, in fact the restrictions of these embeddings to S(T) are equal. In particular
S(X) is homeomorphic to ∆(n, r), where r := val(a). We denote the map Xη → ∆(n, r)
which is obtained by composition of the retraction Xη → S(X) with the homeomorphism
trop : S(T) ∼−→ ∆(n, r) by trop as well.

Example 3.1.11. Let S := S(n,a, d) be a standard scheme, X = Spf(A) an admissible
affine formal scheme over K◦ and ϕ : X → S a building block. We consider the open
cover of S as provided in the example above by copies of T. Then the base changes of ϕ
with respect to these open immersions T→ S give an open cover of X. By Example 3.1.9
and Lemma 3.1.7 we can conclude that the skeleton S(X) is equal to ϕ−1(S(S)) and that
ϕη induces a homeomorphism between S(X) and S(S). Moreover this homeomorphism
restricts to S(X) ∩ red−1

X (x) ∼−→ S(S) ∩ red−1
S (ζ) just like in Lemma 3.1.7.

3.2. Standard pairs

Let (S,G) := (S(n,a, d),G(s)) be a standard pair with p-tuples n,a and we denote
r := val(a). We assume in this section that K is non-trivially valued.

3.2.1. We will adapt the ε-approximation procedure from [GRW16, 4.2] to define the
skeleton of our standard pair. Let ε ∈ |K∗| with ε ≤ 1 and choose bε ∈ K∗ such that
|bε| = ε. We consider the formal scheme Sε := S(n,a) × T(1, bε)s ×Bd−s with generic
fiber Sε and associate with it the skeleton S(Sε) as in Example 3.1.10. These Sε are
identified with subsets of Z := Sη \ Gη = S(n,a)η × (B \ {0})s × Bd−s via the affinoid
domain embedding T(1, bε)η → B induced by T 7→ T1, where T denotes the coordinate
of B and T0, T1 denote the coordinates of T(1, bε). Then the Sε do not depend on the
choice of bε but only on ε. For every ε′ ∈ |K∗| with ε′ ≤ 1 and ε′ ≤ ε we obviously
have Sε ⊆ Sε′ and S(Sε) = S(Sε′)∩Sε. Applying trop to T(1, bε)η ⊆ T(1, bε′)η gives the
inclusion

∆(1,− log(ε)) ↪→ ∆(1,− log(ε′)) , (x0, x1) 7→ (x0 + log(ε)− log(ε′), x1).

Furthermore the union of the Sε over all ε ∈ |K∗| with ε ≤ 1 is equal to Z. The union of
all ∆(1,− log(ε)) is homeomorphic to R≥0 by projecting (x0, x1) 7→ x1.

Definition 3.2.2. We define the extended skeleton S(S,G) of our standard pair as the
union of the skeletons S(Sε) as subsets of Z over all ε as above. In the following we will
often just say “skeleton” instead of “extended skeleton”, but it is clear that when we talk
about the skeleton of a pair, that this means the extended skeleton as opposed to the
classical skeleton, which is defined for a single formal scheme.
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Chapter 3. Extended Skeletons

Example 3.2.3. The graphic below illustrates this ε-approximation procedure in the
case of (S,G) := (S(1, a, 1),G(1)), also see Example 3.1.3. The length of the horizontal
segments of S(Sε) is − log(ε).

S(S) S(Sε) S(S,G)

Proposition 3.2.4. S(S,G) is a closed subset of Z.

Proof. Consider the subset Y := {| |v | v ∈ [0,∞]} ⊆ B = M (K{T}). Here we define
for v ∈ R≥0 the seminorm | |v as being given by |f |v = maxm |cm| exp(−vm) where
f = ∑

m cmT
m. The seminorm | |∞ is defined by |f |∞ = |f(0)|, which corresponds to

0 ∈ B. Note that Y is closed in B. Indeed this follows from Y = B \⋃a∈K◦\{0}B◦(a, |a|).
We conclude that Y \ {| |∞} is closed in B \ {0}, which also implies our claim.

3.2.5. For every ε we have a map tropε : Sε → ∆ε := ∆(n, r) × ∆(1,− log(ε))s, its
canonical right inverse σε, the retraction τε = σε ◦ tropε from S(Sε) to ∆ε and the proper
strong deformation retraction Φε : Sε × [0, 1] → Sε. These tropε extend to a continuous
map

trop : Z →
⋃

ε∈|K∗|∩(0,1)
∆ε = ∆(n, r, s),

whose restriction to S(S,G) is a homeomorphism. We denote its inverse by σ. Then
τ := σ ◦ trop is a retraction from Z to S(S,G) extending the retractions τε. Similarly we
obtain a deformation retraction Φ : Z × [0, 1] → Z from Z onto S(S,G) extending the
homotopies Φε.

From the construction we get an explicit description of trop : S(S,G) ∼−→ ∆(n, r, s):
We use our usual coordinates for the standard scheme. Then G is equal to {T1 · · ·Ts = 0}
and for every x ∈ S(S,G) we have

trop(x) = (− log |T10(x)|, . . . ,− log |T1n1(x)|, . . . ,− log |Tp0(x)|, . . . ,− log |Tpnp(x)|,
− log |T1(x)|, . . . ,− log |Ts(x)|).

Proposition 3.2.6. We denote (S,G) := (S(n,a, d),G(s)). Let x be the generic point of
the minimal stratum of (Ss,Gs). Then the homeomorphism trop : S(S,G) ∼−→ ∆(n, r, s)
from above retricts to a homeomorphism

S(S,G) ∩ red−1
S (x) ∼−→ ∆◦(n, r, s).

Proof. This is an easy exercise requiring nothing but the definitions and the same argu-
ments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.2.
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3.3. Building blocks

3.3. Building blocks

We continue to assume that K is non-trivially valued.
Again the ε-approximation method helps us to translate results from the classical case

to our situation. In particular we show that the homeomorphism between the building
block skeleton and the extended poly-simplex via the tropicalization map is in some sense
“combinatorial”, see Proposition 3.3.7.

3.3.1. Let X be an affine admissible formal K◦-scheme, H ⊆ X a closed subscheme,
(S,F) := (S(n,a, d),G(s)) and ϕ : (X,H) → (S,F) an étale morphism. Denote Z :=
Xη \Hη. We set ε and Sε as in 3.2.1. Using the same technique as in Example 3.1.11, we
may assume d = s. Consider the base change ϕε : Xε → Sε of ϕ with respect to Sε → S
which we obtain via T(1, bε)→ B induced by T 7→ T1. Now let ε′ ∈ |K∗| with ε′ ≤ 1 and
ε′ ≤ ε. We have a morphism T(1, bε) → T(1, bε′) induced by T0 7→ bε′

bε
T0 and T1 7→ T1.

It gives rise to morphisms Sε → Sε′ and ι : Xε → Xε′ . Have a look at the following
diagram of formal group actions by Ĝ as described in 3.1.6:

Ĝ× Xε Xε

Ĝ× Xε′ Xε′

id× ι ι

The explicit description of the extension of the formal group action from Sε to Xε,
obtained in the proof of [Ber99, Lemma 5.5], shows that the diagram commutes. We can
now apply [Ber90, Proposition 5.2.8 (ii)] and infer ιη(gt∗y) = gt∗ιη(y) for all y ∈ Xε,η and
t ∈ [0, 1). Note that ιη : Xε,η → Xε′,η is a Laurent domain embedding and Z = ⋃

ε>0 Xε,η.
In particular we can glue together all homotopies ΦXε : Xε,η × [0, 1] → Xε,η to obtain

a homotopy Φ(X,H) : Z × [0, 1] → Z. One easily concludes from 3.1.6, that Φ(X,H) is a
proper strong deformation retraction from Z onto ⋃ε>0 S(Xε) and that it is independent
of the choice of (S,F) and ϕ.

Moreover if X′ is an admissible affine formal K◦-scheme with a closed subset H′ ⊆ X′

and an étale morphism ψ : (X′,H′) → (X,H), then the composition ϕ ◦ ψ induces a
homotopy Φ(X′,H′) which satisfies ψη ◦ Φ(X′,H′) = Φ(X,H) ◦ (ψη × id).

Let for the rest of this section (X,H) be a strictly poly-stable pair and x ∈ str(Xs,Hs).
For convenience we will also write s instead of sx.

Definition 3.3.2. Let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) be a building block of
(X,H) in x, where (S,G) = (S(n,a, d),G(s)). We define the extended skeleton S(U,H∩U)
of this building block as the preimage of S(S,G) under ϕη.

Proposition 3.3.3. Assume we are in the same situation as in the above definition and
we denote Z := Uη \ Hη. Let us denote the generic point of the minimal stratum of
(Ss,Gs) by ζ. Then the following statements hold:

(i) S(U,H ∩ U) is a closed subset of Z.
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(ii) ϕη induces a homeomorphism S(U,H ∩ U) ∼−→ S(S,G). Moreover it restricts to a
homeomorphism

S(U,H ∩ U) ∩ red−1
U (x) ∼−→ S(S,G) ∩ red−1

S (ζ).

(iii) There is a retraction τ : Z → S(U,H∩U) and a proper strong deformation retraction
Φ : Z × [0, 1]→ Z onto S(U,H ∩ U).

(iv) S(U,H ∩ U), τ and Φ do not depend on the choice of ϕ.

Proof. Since ϕ−1(G) = H ∩ U we get that the continuous map ϕη restricts to a map
Z → Sη \Gη. In 3.2.4 we saw that S(S,G) is a closed subset of Sη \Gη, thus (i) follows.
In order to show (ii) we want to apply the ε-approximation procedure from 3.2.1. Let

ε, bε and Sε be as there and consider the base change ϕε : Uε → Sε of ϕ : U → S with
respect to the morphism Sε → S which we obtain via T(1, bε)→ B induced by T 7→ T1.
Observe that there is a closed immersion Ss → Sε,s which is a right inverse of Sε,s → Ss.
The induced maps from Uε,η to Uη and from Sε,η to Sη are Laurent domain embeddings.

We claim that ϕε : Uε → Sε is a building block. First of all note that x is the least
element of str(Us, (H ∩ U)s) and its image under ϕs is ζ. However ζ is also the minimal
element in str(Sε,s). Now [Sta20, Tag 0555] shows that the fiber of Uε,s → Us over x is
irreducible, which together with dimensionality reasons implies that there can only be
one stratum of Uε,s lying over ζ ∈ Sε,s. This is the requested minimal stratum.
Using Example 3.1.11 we infer that the skeleton S(Uε) is equal to (ϕε,η)−1(S(Sε)) and

furthermore ϕε,η induces a homeomorphism between it and S(Sε). These homeomor-
phisms are compatible and they glue together to give a homeomorphism S(U,H ∩ U) ∼−→
S(S,G), which proves the first claim of (ii).

The other claim of (ii) follows from the equality red−1
U (x) = ϕ−1

η (red−1
S (ζ)), which we

get from ϕ−1
s (ζ) = {x}, see Proposition 1.5.7, and the functoriality of the reduction map,

in explicit terms redS ◦ ϕη = ϕs ◦ redU. With this we can conclude (ii).
The statements (iii) and (iv) are consequences of our considerations in 3.3.1.

Remark 3.3.4. We continue to use the above notions. Let ∆(n, r) ↪→ ∆(n, r, s) =
∆(n, r) × Rs≥0 be the inclusion given by v 7→ (v,0). Then by the above construction
the classical skeleton S(U) is contained in S(U,H ∩ U) such that the following diagram,
involving the homeomorphisms induced by ϕη and trop, is commutative:

S(U) S(S) ∆(n, r)

S(U,H ∩ U) S(S,G) ∆(n, r, s)

∼ ∼

∼ ∼

3.3.5. For later reference we further investigate the irreducible components of Sε,s from
the proof of Proposition 3.3.3 and their connection to the components of Us and (H∩U)s.

We have isometric bijections [n] ∼−→ irr(Ss) and [n]× [1]s ∼−→ irr(Sε,s) as introduced in
Example 2.1.3. For every k ∈ [n] and i ∈ {1, . . . , s} consider the element Wk ∈ irr(Ss)
corresponding to the tuple k and the element Wk,i ∈ irr(Sε,s) corresponding to the
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tuple (k, ei), where ei is the tuple having 0 at the i-th component and 1 in every other
component.
Then the image of Wk,i under Sε,s → Ss is equal to Wk ∩ {Ti = 0} ∈ irr(Gs). It

follows now from Theorem 1.5.9 that the preimage of Wk ∩{Ti = 0} under ϕs is equal to
Vαϕ(k),γϕ(i) ∩ Us ∈ irr((H ∩ U)s) with the notation used there. By dimensionality reasons
the Wk,i are the only elements in irr(Sε,s) which yield Vαϕ(k),γϕ(i) in this fashion.

We also consider the element Wk,1 ∈ irr(Sε,s) corresponding to the tuple (k,1), where
1 is the tuple having 1 in every component. Then the image of Wk,1 under Sε,s → Ss is
equal to Wk ∈ irr(Ss). The preimage of Wk under ϕs is equal to αϕ(k) ∈ irr(Us). Again
by dimensionality reasons the Wk,1 are the only elements in irr(Sε,s) which yield αϕ(k)
in this fashion.

Proposition 3.3.6. The skeleton S(U,H ∩ U) associated to a building block U together
with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) depends only on the generic point of the minimal stratum
of Us.

Proof. Let U′ together with ϕ′ : (U′,H ∩ U′) → (S′,G′) be another building block of
(X,H) such that the generic points of the minimal strata of Us and U′s agree. Since we
can work with the intersection U ∩ U′, it is enough to consider the case that U′ ⊆ U. Let
us show that S(U,H∩U) = S(U′,H∩U′). Observe that U′ is also a building block via the
composition ψ : U′ ↪→ U → S using ϕ. The skeleton S(U′,H ∩ U′) does not depend on
the choice of the étale morphism, as stated in Proposition 3.3.3 (iv). Since ψη resp. ϕη
induces a homeomorphism S(U′,H ∩ U′) ∼−→ S(S,G) resp. S(U,H ∩ U) ∼−→ S(S,G) and
ψη is the restriction of ϕη, we finished the proof.

Proposition 3.3.7. Let U resp. U′ be a building block of (X,H) in x together with
ϕ : (U,H∩U)→ (S,G(s)) resp. ϕ′ : (U′,H∩U′)→ (S′,G′(s)). Then the homeomorphism

h : ∆(n, r, s) ∼−→ S(S,G(s)) ∼−→ S(U,H∩U) = S(U′,H∩U′) ∼−→ S(S′,G′(s)) ∼−→ ∆(n′, r′, s)

via ϕη, ϕ′η and trop is the geometric realization of the isomorphism hCϕ,Cϕ′ induced by
the combinatorial charts Cϕ = ([n, r, s], αϕ, γϕ) and Cϕ′ = ([n′, r′, s], αϕ′ , γϕ′) in x, see
Proposition 2.2.6.

Proof. We have S(U,H∩U) = S(U∩U′,H∩U∩U′) = S(U′,H∩U′) and ϕη resp. ϕ′η restrict
to homeomorphisms S(U ∩ U′,H ∩ U ∩ U′) ∼−→ S(S,G(s)) resp. S(U ∩ U′,H ∩ U ∩ U′) ∼−→
S(S′,G′(s)). Moreover the restriction of ϕ resp. ϕ′ to U∩U′ still induces the combinatorial
charts Cϕ resp. Cϕ′ . Consequently we may assume that U = U′.

Again we make use of the ε-approximation argument, which helped us in the proof of
Proposition 3.3.3. The homeomorphism h from above is obtained by gluing together the
homeomorphisms

hε : ∆ε
∼−→ S(Sε) ∼−→ S(Uε) ∼−→ S(S′ε)

∼−→ ∆′ε.

As we have seen ϕε : Uε → Sε and ϕ′ε : Uε → S′ε are building blocks. This is the
classical situation treated by Berkovich and it follows from [Ber99, § 5, Step 13] that hε
respects the affine linear functions as introduced in Definition 2.1.8. We can then infer
from [Ber99, Lemma 4.1] that hε is the geometric realization of an isomorphism of colored
poly-simplices. Consequently hε is completely determined by the images of the vertices
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of ∆ε. The vertices of ∆ε resp. ∆′ε correspond to the irreducible components of Sε,s

resp. S′ε,s. Moreover the vertices of S(Uε) correspond to the irreducible components
of Uε,s, see Lemma 3.1.7. We conclude from our considerations in 3.3.5 that hε agrees
with the geometric realization of an isomorphism [n] × [1]s ∼−→ [m] × [1]s which maps
(k, ei) to ((α−1

ϕ′ ◦ αϕ)(k), e(γ−1
ϕ′ ◦γϕ)(i)) and (k,1) to ((α−1

ϕ′ ◦ αϕ)(k),1) for all k ∈ [n] and
i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Note that the isomorphism is already uniquely determined by the images
of these tuples. This shows that the hε are compatible and that h, which is obtained by
gluing them together, is given by the data α−1

ϕ′ ◦ αϕ and γ−1
ϕ′ ◦ γϕ. Altogether we have

proven that h is the geometric realization of the isomorphism hCϕ,Cϕ′ .

3.4. Strictly poly-stable pairs

Let (X,H) again be a strictly poly-stable pair. We continue to assume that K is non-
trivially valued.
In this section we explicitly describe the extended skeleton of (X,H) and its piecewise

linear structure coming from the canonical homeomorphism to the dual intersection com-
plex. However we will not yet define the deformation retraction, this will be done more
generally for arbitrary poly-stable pairs in the next section.

Definition 3.4.1. Let x ∈ str(Xs,Hs). Choose any building block U together with
ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S(n,a, d),G(s)) of (X,H) in x. Let r := val(a). We call the closed
subset

S(x) := S(U,H ∩ U) ⊆ Uη \ Hη ⊆ Xη \ Hη
the building block skeleton associated to x. In light of Proposition 3.3.6 this is independent
of the choice of the building block.
We have a homeomorphism S(x) ∼−→ S(S(n,a, d),G(s)) ∼−→ ∆(n, r, s) via ϕη and trop.

Recall the canonical polyhedron ∆(x) from Definition 2.2.8. There is a homeomorphism
∆(n, r, s) ∼−→ ∆(x) via the combinatorial chart ([n, r, s], αϕ, γϕ). Altogether we obtain a
homeomorphism

S(x) ∼−→ ∆(x)

between the building block skeleton S(x) and the canonical polyhedron ∆(x). It follows
from Proposition 3.3.7 and the definition of the canonical polyhedron that this homeo-
morphism is independent of the choice of the building block. So it is justified to call it
the canonical homeomorphism.

Definition 3.4.2. We define the extended skeleton of (X,H) as the following subset of
Xη \ Hη:

S(X,H) :=
⋃

x∈str(Xs,Hs)
S(x).

Note that it is possible that there are infinitely many elements in str(Xs,Hs), but in any
case the collection of all S(x) for x ∈ str(Xs,Hs) is a locally finite family of closed subsets
of Xη \ Hη, which implies that S(X,H) is closed.

Proposition 3.4.3. Let x ∈ str(Xs,Hs). The canonical homeomorphism S(x) ∼−→ ∆(x)
restricts to a homeomorphism S(x) ∩ red−1

X (x) ∼−→ ∆◦(x).
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.2.6 and Proposition 3.3.3 (ii).

Proposition 3.4.4. Let x, y ∈ str(Xs,Hs).

(i) If x ≤ y, then S(y) ⊆ S(x). More precisely, S(y) is contained in S(x) as a face,
i. e. the following diagram, involving the canonical homeomorphisms and the face
embedding ιy,x, commutes:

S(y) ∆(y)

S(x) ∆(x)

∼

∼

(ii) S(x) is equal to the union of all S(z) ∩ red−1
X (z), where z ∈ str(Xs,Hs) such that

x ≤ z, and this union is disjoint.

(iii) The intersection S(x)∩S(y) is given as the union of all S(z), where z ∈ str(Xs,Hs)
such that x ≤ z and y ≤ z.

(iv) S(X,H) is equal to the union of all S(z)∩ red−1
X (z), where z ∈ str(Xs,Hs), and this

union is disjoint.

Proof. For (i) let us assume that x ≤ y and let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G)
be a building block of (X,H) in x. As explained in 1.5.4 we obtain a building block ϕ′ :
(U′,H∩U′)→ (T,G′∩T) ↪→ (S′,G′) in y. The homeomorphism S(T,G′∩T) ∼−→ S(S′,G′)
induced by the open immersion T → S′ is actually an identity of subsets of S′η as one
can easily check, also see Example 3.1.10. Consider the diagram

S(U′,H ∩ U′) S(S′,G′) S(T,G′ ∩ T)

S(U,H ∩ U) S(S,G)

∼

∼

ϕη

where the upper resp. lower homeomorphism is induced by ϕ′η resp. ϕη. The inclusion
S(T,G′ ∩T) ↪→ S(S,G) is induced by the open immersion T→ S and corresponds to an
inclusion ∆(n′, r′, s′) ↪→ ∆(n, r, s) induced by the injective morphism ιCϕ′ ,Cϕ from 2.2.11.
It becomes clear that

S(y) = S(U′,H ∩ U′) ⊆ S(U,H ∩ U) = S(x)

and this inclusion corresponds to ιCϕ′ ,Cϕ and therefore to the face embedding ιy,x.
The second part (ii) immediately follows from (i) by using Lemma 2.2.16 (i) and Propo-

sition 3.4.3.
For the third part (iii) it suffices to show that for every point v ∈ S(x) ∩ S(y) there

exists an element z ∈ str(Xs,Hs) with x ≤ z and y ≤ z such that v ∈ S(z). Let z be the
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generic point of the stratum of (Xs,Hs) which contains redX(v). As a consequence of (ii)
we get x ≤ z, y ≤ z and v ∈ S(z) ∩ red−1

X (z).
At last (iv) is obvious from (ii), which finishes the proof.

Theorem 3.4.5. The skeleton S(X,H) is homeomorphic to the dual intersection complex
C(X,H) via the canonical homeomorphisms on faces.

Proof. We just glue together the canonical homeomorphisms S(x) ∼−→ ∆(x) for all x ∈
str(Xs,Hs). The S(x) are closed subsets of S(X,H), the ∆(x) are closed subsets of C(X,H)
and the S(x) ∼−→ ∆(x) agree on the intersections as can be seen from Proposition 3.4.4.

Lemma 3.4.6. Let ψ : Y→ X be an étale morphism. Consider G := ψ−1(H). Then the
induced morphism ψ : (Y,G) → (X,H) of strictly poly-stable pairs induces a continuous
map S(ψ) : S(Y,G)→ S(X,H) of skeletons, which restricts to a homeomorphism on the
building block skeletons.
Moreover this construction is functorial, i. e. if ψ′ : Z→ Y is another étale morphism,

then S(ψ ◦ ψ′) = S(ψ) ◦ S(ψ′).

Proof. Let y ∈ str(Ys,Gs). We consider x := ψs(y) ∈ str(Xs,Hs). Let U together with
ϕ : (U,H∩ U)→ (S,G′) be a building block of (X,H) in x. Now we remove from ψ−1(U)
all closures {z} for all z ∈ str(Ys,Gs) such that y /∈ {z} and pass to an affine open
neighborhood of y. We denote the resulting open neighborhood of y by V. Then V
together with ϕ ◦ ψ|V is a building block of (Y,G) in y. We see now that ψη restricts
to a homeomorphism S(y) ∼−→ S(x). By the definition of the skeleton we obtain that ψη
induces a continuous map S(ψ) : S(Y,G)→ S(X,H) restricting to a homeomorphism on
the building block skeletons. The functoriality of this procedure is evident.

Lemma 3.4.7. Under the identification of skeletons and dual intersection complexes from
Theorem 3.4.5 the constructed maps in Lemma 2.3.8 and Lemma 3.4.6 agree.

Proof. This is immediately clear from the constructions and Proposition 3.4.4.

Proposition 3.4.8. With the notations from Lemma 3.4.6 we have ψ−1
η (S(X,H)) =

S(Y,G).

Proof. The inclusion “⊇” is obvious from Lemma 3.4.6. For the other inclusion let x ∈
S(X,H) and y ∈ ψ−1

η (x). We denote x̃ := redX(x) ∈ Xs and ỹ := redY(y) ∈ Ys. By
Proposition 3.4.4 (iv) we know that x̃ ∈ str(Xs,Hs). Since ψs(ỹ) = x̃ it follows from
Proposition 1.4.5 that ỹ ∈ str(Ys,Gs). Now let U together with ϕ : (U,H ∩ U)→ (S,G′)
be a building block of (X,H) in x̃. Note that x ∈ S(x̃) = S(U,H∩U) ⊆ Uη \Hη. We define
V to be ψ−1(U) minus the closed subsets {z} for all z ∈ str(Ys,Gs) with ỹ /∈ {z}. It holds
y ∈ Vη and we may replace V by an affine open subset of V whose generic fiber contains
y. Then V together with ϕ ◦ ψ : (V,G ∩V) → (S,G′) is a building block of (Y,G) in
ỹ. We conclude from ϕη(ψη(y)) = ϕη(x) ∈ S(S,G′) that y ∈ S(ỹ) = S(V,G ∩ V), in
particular y ∈ S(Y,G).
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3.5. Poly-stable pairs
Let now (X,H) be a poly-stable pair. We denote Z := Xη \ Hη. We continue to assume
that K is non-trivially valued.
Our goal is to define a canonical subset S(X,H) of Z, which we will call the “extended

skeleton” of the pair (X,H), and a proper strong deformation retraction Φ : Z× [0, 1]→ Z
onto S(X,H). Let us start with the construction of the map Φ.

Definition 3.5.1. We call a continuous map f : Y → X a quotient map, if the induced
map Y/∼ → X is a homeomorphism, where ∼ is the equivalence relation on Y identifying
two elements y, y′ ∈ Y iff f(y) = f(y′). Obviously quotient maps are surjective. Moreover
one easily checks that f : Y → X is a quotient map if and only if the induced map
coker(Y ×X Y ⇒ Y )→ X is a homeomorphism, where the coequalizer is considered with
respect to the canonical projections from the fibered product Y ×X Y .

Proposition 3.5.2. We state some important properties of quotient maps. Let f : Y →
X be a quotient map. Then the following hold:

(i) Let U ⊆ X. Then U is open resp. closed in X if and only if f−1(U) is open resp.
closed in Y .

(ii) A map g : X →W is continuous if and only if g ◦ f is continuous.

(iii) For any subset U ⊆ X which is open or closed, the restriction f : f−1(U)→ U is a
quotient map.

Proof. These are simple exercises in topology. We refer to [Eng89, Proposition 2.4.3 and
Proposition 2.4.15].

Lemma 3.5.3. Let ψ : Y → X be a surjective étale morphism of admissible formal
schemes. Then ψη : Yη → Xη is a quotient map.

Proof. It is shown in [Ber96, §§ 2-3] that in this case ψη is a quasi-étale covering of Xη.
Then the claim follows from [Ber99, Lemma 5.11].

3.5.4. We choose a strictly poly-stable pair (Y,G) and a surjective étale morphism ψ :
(Y,G) → (X,H). Let x ∈ Z and t ∈ [0, 1]. According to Lemma 3.5.3 the map ψη is
a quotient map. Then Proposition 3.5.2 (iii) tells us that the restriction Yη \ Gη → Z
of ψη is a quotient map as well. In particular there exists an element y ∈ Yη \ Gη with
ψη(y) = x. Now choose a building block U of (Y,G) such that y ∈ Uη. We denote
W := Uη \Gη. As seen in Proposition 3.3.3 (iii) there is a homotopy ΦU : W × [0, 1]→W
and we define Φ(x, t) := ψη(ΦU(y, t)).

Proposition 3.5.5. The map Φ : Z× [0, 1]→ Z is a well-defined continuous proper map
which is independent of the choice of (Y,G) and ψ.

Proof. First let us check that Φ is well-defined and independent of the choice of (Y,G)
and ψ. So assume we have another strictly poly-stable pair (Y′,G′), a surjective étale
morphism ψ′ : (Y′,G′) → (X,H) an element y′ ∈ Y′η \ G′η with ψ′η(y′) = x and a
building block U′ of (Y′,G′) such that y′ ∈ U′η. Consider the fiber product V := U×X U′.
Denoting by π1 and π2 the canonical projections on V we get an element z ∈ Vη such
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that π1,η(z) = y and π2,η(z) = y′. Passing to an open affine subset W of V whose
generic fiber contains z, we can conclude from 3.3.1 that π1,η(ΦW(z, t)) = ΦU(y, t) and
π2,η(ΦW(z, t)) = ΦU(y′, t). Consequently ψη(ΦU(y, t)) = ψ′η(ΦU′(y′, t)).
Next we show that Φ is continuous. Note that we may replace Y by a disjoint union of

building blocks (Ui)i∈I for (Y,G) which cover Y. Since ψη is a quotient map, see Lemma
3.5.3, and we already know continuity of the ΦUi , we are done by Proposition 3.5.2 (ii).
Finally we convince ourselves that Φ is proper. First we consider the case where X is

a disjoint union of (Ui)i∈I of building blocks. Then we can choose Y = X and ψ = id.
Let A ⊆ Z be a compact subset. Note that Z is the disjoint union of the Ui,η \ Hη,
in particular the Ui,η form an open and closed cover of Z and A intersects only finitely
many of them. Since we already know properness in the building block situation and the
union of finitely many compact subsets is again compact, we get that Φ−1(A) is compact.
Therefore Φ is proper.
Now let X be arbitrary and A ⊆ Z be compact. Let (Ui)i∈I be a locally finite open

affine cover of X. Each Ui is poly-stable as well, therefore we can find surjective étale
morphisms ψi : Yi → Ui where the Yi are disjoint unions of (Vij)j∈Ji as above. As étale
morphisms are open, the images of the Vij under ψi are open. Consequently the generic
fiber Ui,η is a union of closed analytic domains ψi(Vij)η and because Ui,η is compact
we may assume that Ji is finite, using that every point in an analytic domain has a
neighborhood. We take Y to be the disjoint union of all the Vij and get a surjective étale
morphism ψ : Y→ X. Note that (Ui,η\Hη)i∈I is a locally finite cover of Z, in particular we
can choose for every point in Z an open neighborhood which intersects only finitely many
Ui,η \ Hη. Since A is compact, it can covered by finitely many of those neighborhoods.
In particular A intersects only finitely many of the closed analytic domains Ui,η \ Hη in
Z and the intersection is closed. Now ψ−1

η (A) is given as a finite union of compact sets,
namely the preimages of said intersections under the corresponding ψi,η. Consequently
ψ−1
η (A) is compact. The claim now follows by applying properness in the first case.

Definition 3.5.6. Consider the continuous map τ : Z → Z defined by τ(x) := Φ(x, 1) for
all x ∈ Z. We define the extended skeleton of (X,H) to be S(X,H) := τ(Z). Immediately
from the definitions it is clear, that S(X,H) = ψη(S(Y,G)).

Lemma 3.5.7. The map τ : Z → S(X,H) is a retraction. Moreover the map Φ :
Z × [0, 1] → Z is a proper strong deformation retraction onto S(X,H). In particular
S(X,H) is a closed subset of Z.

Proof. We use that we already know these properties in the building block situation,
see Proposition 3.3.3. Then the properties in the general situation easily follow from
Proposition 3.5.5 and the construction. In particular Φ(·, 0) = idZ , Φ(·, 1) = τ and
Φ(·, t)|S = idS for all t ∈ [0, 1], if we write S := S(X,H).
Next we show that S(X,H) is a closed subset of Z. Since Z is locally compact, the

proper continuous map Φ is closed. Now S(X,H) is the image of the closed subset Z×{1}
under Φ, which finishes the proof.

Proposition 3.5.8. It holds ψ−1
η (S(X,H)) = S(Y,G).

Proof. The inclusion “⊇” is clear. For the other inclusion let x ∈ S(X,H) and y ∈ ψ−1
η (x).

Assume for contradiction that y /∈ S(Y,G). Choose a building block U of (Y,G) whose
generic fiber contains y. Then there exists an element t′ ∈ [0, 1) such that the function
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[t′, 1] → Uη, t 7→ ΦU(y, t) is injective. This is easily shown for standard pairs using
Proposition 3.1.5 and the ε-approximation procedure, and can then be generalized to
building blocks with the arguments from § 3.3. Now by construction and the fact that Φ
leaves elements of the skeleton fixed, all images of this function are mapped to x under ψη.
But this is not possible since ψη is quasi-étale, which means its fibers are 0-dimensional.
Details concerning the properties of quasi-étale morphisms can be found in [Duc18, § 5].
With that we have shown the equality.

3.5.9. Again we consider the fiber product Z := Y ×X Y via ψ and the two canonical
projections p1 and p2 from Z to Y. Let us denote F := p−1

1 (G) = p−1
2 (G).

From Proposition 3.5.8 and Proposition 3.5.2 (iii) we infer that ψη restricts to a quotient
map S(Y,G) → S(X,H). Then Proposition 3.4.8 implies that S(X,H) is canonically
homeomorphic to the coequalizer

coker(S(Z,F) ⇒ S(Y,G))

with respect to S(p1) and S(p2). By Lemma 3.4.7 and the definition of the dual intersec-
tion complex we then obtain a canonical homeomorphism between S(X,H) and C(X,H).
By functoriality of the constructions, the coequalizers themselves only depend on the
choice of (Y,G) and ψ up to canonical homeomorphism. This means that our canonical
homeomorphism S(X,H) ∼−→ C(X,H) is independent from these choices.
Now we consider an element x ∈ str(Xs,Hs). Observe that ψη also restricts to a

quotient map S(Y,G) ∩ red−1
Y (ψ−1

s (x)) → S(X,H) ∩ red−1
X (x). The preimage ψ−1

s (x)
consists of all points y ∈ str(Ys,Gs) over x. We recall from Proposition 3.4.3 that
S(y) ∩ red−1

Y (y) is canonically identified with ∆◦(y). Proposition 3.4.4 (iv) implies that
S(y) ∩ red−1

Y (y) = S(Y,G) ∩ red−1
Y (y). Now it becomes clear from the construction of

the face ∆◦(x), see Lemma 2.4.5, that the above homeomorphism S(X,H) ∼−→ C(X,H)
restricts to a homeomorphism S(X,H) ∩ red−1

X (x) ∼−→ ∆◦(x).

Theorem 3.5.10. Let (X,H) be a poly-stable pair and Z := Xη\Hη. The skeleton S(X,H)
has the following properties:

(i) S(X,H) is a closed subset of Z.

(ii) There is a proper strong deformation retraction Φ : Z × [0, 1]→ Z onto S(X,H).

(iii) S(X,H) is canonically homeomorphic to the dual intersection complex C(X,H).

(iv) For every generic point x ∈ str(Xs,Hs) of a stratum this canonical homeomorphism
restricts to a homeomorphism S(X,H) ∩ red−1

X (x) ∼−→ ∆◦(x).

Proof. This is just a collection of our results from Proposition 3.5.8, Lemma 3.5.7 and
the construction in 3.5.9.

Remark 3.5.11. For any poly-stable scheme X the extended skeleton S(X, ∅) defined
above coincides with the classical skeleton S(X) introduced by Berkovich in [Ber99, § 5].
This is immediately clear from the construction.
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3.6. The trivially valued case
In this section we consider the situation where K is trivially valued. Let (X,H) be a
poly-stable pair.
We extend our results from above by passing to a suitable non-trivially valued exten-

sion of K. This strategy was brought to my attention after my advisor Walter Gubler
suggested to me the considerations in [BJ18, § 1.6].
3.6.1. Let us fix an element r ∈ (0, 1) and let F := Kr be the complete non-archimedean
field as defined in [Ber90, § 2.1]. One can show that it is a K-affinoid algebra and
canonically isomorphic to the field K((t)) of formal Laurent series over K with variable
t, equipped with the t-adic absolute value, i. e. the absolute value of a non-zero formal
Laurent series ∑∞k=n akt

k, with n ∈ Z such that an 6= 0, is given as rn. Note that F is
non-trivially valued, is peaked over K and has residue field K.
Consider now another element r′ ∈ (0, 1). If r and r′ are Q-linearly independent in the

Q-vector space R>0 (with multiplicative group law), then Kr and Kr′ can be embedded
in the complete non-archimedean field Kr,r′ := Kr⊗̂KKr′ , Otherwise there exist numbers
n, n′ ∈ N>0 such that rn = (r′)n′ . Then put ρ := r1/n′ = (r′)1/n and we can embed Kr

resp. Kr′ in Kρ via t 7→ tn
′ resp. t 7→ tn, using the formal Laurent series expression. In

any case, the extension field is non-trivially valued, peaked over K and has residue field
K as well. However beware that in the second case, the field Kρ is in general not peaked
over Kr and Kr′ .
3.6.2. We pass to the base change (X′,H′) := (X×Spf(K◦) Spf(F ◦),H×Spf(K◦) Spf(F ◦)) of
(X,H) with respect to Spf(F ◦)→ Spf(K◦), which gives a poly-stable pair over F ◦.
One important observation is, that F and K have the same residue field, namely

F̃ = K̃ = K. Consequently the special fibers (X′s,H′s) and (Xs,Hs) agree, in particular
str(X′s,H′s) = str(Xs,Hs). In the case of a strictly poly-stable pair (X,H), the building
blocks of (X′,H′) are just the base changes of the building blocks of (X,H). Now we see
that the dual intersection complexes C(X′,H′) and C(X,H) coincide. This also holds true
for an arbitrary poly-stable pair (X,H), since the construction of the dual intersection
complex, by taking the coequalizer, reduces the problem to the strict case.
We will consider the map π : X′η → Xη induced by the natural morphism X′ → X of

formal K◦-schemes. Note that π restricts to a map X′η \ H′η → Xη \ Hη and that π is a
proper map, see for instance [CT19, p. 9].
Since F is a peaked valuation field over K, we get a canonical right inverse σ : Xη → X′η

to the map π. According to [Ber90, § 5.2] it is given as follows: Let x ∈ Xη. Then σ
maps x to the point in π−1(x) = M (H (x)⊗̂F ), which corresponds to the multiplicative
norm on the Banach F -algebra H (x)⊗̂F . It follows from loc.cit., Corollary 5.2.7, that σ
is continuous. This right inverse map σ also exists in the case of a non-peaked extension,
but then it is only defined on the peaked points. We also want to mention that σ is a
closed map. In the case, where X is affine, this is clear. One easily reduces the general
case to the affine case, using that the generic fiber Xη is obtained by gluing together the
generic fibers of affines and these form a locally finite closed cover of Xη.

We use this to conclude that σ is actually a proper map, since its image is a closed
subset of X′η and σ is a right inverse to the continuous map π.
Definition 3.6.3. We define the extended skeleton S(X,H) as the image of the skeleton
S(X′,H′) from the non-trivially valued case under the map π : X′η → Xη. Since S(X′,H′) ⊆
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X′η \H′η, we get that S(X,H) ⊆ Xη \Hη. One also easily verifies that this definition of the
skeleton in the trivially valued case agrees with the skeleton from the classical construction
where H = ∅.

Proposition 3.6.4. The map π : X′η → Xη restricts to a homeomorphism S(X′,H′) ∼−→
S(X,H), whose inverse is induced by σ. In particular σ(S(X,H)) = S(X′,H′). Moreover
S(X,H) is independent of the choice of r.

Proof. We make use of the fact that for standard pairs and building blocks over non-
trivially valued fields, the extended skeleton was constructed from the classical skeleton
via the ε-approximation technique. In the case of a standard pair (X,H) = (S,G), the
claimed properties are easily verified using the explicit description of the norms from 3.1.1.
For a building block ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G) of a strictly poly-stable pair (X,H), we

have the following commutative diagrams involving the obvious base changes to F :

S(U′,H′ ∩ U′) S(S′,G′)

S(U,H ∩ U) S(S,G)

ϕ′η

∼

πU

ϕη

πS

∼

σU σS

U′η S′η

Uη Sη

ϕ′η

σU

ϕη

σS

From (ϕ′η)−1(S(S′,G′)) = S(U′,H′ ∩ U′) we can infer, that σU actually maps S(U,H ∩ U)
into S(U′,H′ ∩ U′). This readily implies that πU : S(U′,H′ ∩ U′) → S(U,H ∩ U) is a
homeomorphism with inverse σU. In particular ϕη induces a homeomorphism S(U,H ∩
U) ∼−→ S(S,G) and ϕ−1

η (S(S,G)) = S(U,H∩U), which also shows that the skeleton does
not depend on r.

Now the skeletons of strictly poly-stable pairs are glued together from building block
skeletons. The arbitrary poly-stable case is then obtained from the coequalizer description
of the skeleton, see 3.5.9.

Proposition 3.6.5. Let us denote Z := Xη \ Hη and Z ′ := X′η \ H′η. Consider the
deformation retraction Φ′ : Z ′ × [0, 1] → Z ′ onto S(X′,H′) from the non-trivially valued
case. Then the map Φ : Z × [0, 1] → Z, given by sending (z, t) to π(Φ′(σ(z), t)), is a
proper strong deformation retraction onto S(X,H) not depending on the choice of r.

Proof. It follows from Φ′ being a strong deformation retraction onto S(X′,H′) and π◦σ =
id, that Φ is a strong deformation retraction onto S(X,H).
We already know properness of π, σ and Φ′, thus altogether we conclude that Φ is

proper as well.
Now for the independence with respect to r: Again it is enough to consider the cases

of standard pairs and building blocks for (X,H). Let L be a complete non-archimedean
field extension of F peaked over K with residue field K and let π′ : X′′η → X′η be the
corresponding base change map. We do not assume that L is peaked over F , but there
still is a right inverse σ : (X′η)p → X′′η of π′, which is defined on the set (X′η)p of peaked
points over F of X′η. Consider the deformation retraction Φ′′ : Z ′′ × [0, 1] → Z ′′ onto
S(X′′,H′′), where Z ′′ := X′′η \H′′η. See 3.1.4 and 3.1.6 for the definition of the deformation
retractions with the help of ∗-products. Again we make use the the ε-approximation
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technique. Because the ∗-product is compatible with σ′, see [Ber90, Proposition 5.2.8 (i)],
the following diagram commutes:

Z ′′ × [0, 1] Z ′′

(Z ′)p × [0, 1] Z ′

Φ′′

σ′ × id π′

Φ′

Here (Z ′)p denotes the set of peaked points over F in Z ′. Recall that for two differ-
ent choices of r, we can embed the resulting two fields F in a common extension L as
in 3.6.1. Since the image of every point of Z under σ is a peaked point over F in Z ′, see
[Ber90, Corollary 5.2.3], the above diagram suffices in order to see the independence of
the deformation retraction Φ with respect to r.

Theorem 3.6.6. The statements from Theorem 3.5.10 stay true for the skeleton S(X,H)
in the trivially valued case. The canonical homeomorphism between S(X,H) and C(X,H)
does not depend on the choice of r.

Proof. The analytic part is clear from Propositions 3.6.4 and 3.6.5. The combinatorial
part involving the dual intersection complex follows from our considerations in 3.6.2.
The canoncial homeomorphism S(X,H) ∼−→ C(X,H) is obviously obtained via π and the
canoncial homeomorphism S(X′,H′) ∼−→ C(X′,H′) from the non-trivially valued case.

S(X′,H′) S(X,H)

C(X′,H′) C(X,H)

π
∼

∼ ∼

In order to show the independence with respect to r, let us consider L as in the proof of
Proposition 3.6.5 and use similar notations as there. First one checks that in the standard
pair case (X,H) := (S,G) := (S(n,a, d),G(s)) the map π′ induces a homeomorphism
between S(S′′,G′′) and S(S′,G′), which is compatible with the tropicalization maps.
Then for a building block ϕ : (U,H ∩ H) → (S,G) we obtain the following commutative
diagram:

S(U′′,H′′ ∩ U′′) S(S′′,G′′)

S(U′,H′ ∩ U′) S(S′,G′)

∆(n, r, s)
ϕ′′
∼

π′U

ϕ′

∼

∼

π′S
∼
trop ′′

∼
trop

′

One now easily sees that the canonical homeomorphisms between skeleton and dual inter-
section complex are compatible with the base change maps for every arbitrary poly-stable
pair (X,H). This finishes the proof.
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Closure

So far we have constructed the extended skeleton S(X,H) of a poly-stable pair (X,H).
We have seen in Proposition 1.3.11 that H is a poly-stable formal scheme, therefore we
can associate with it the classical skeleton S(H). This can be used to form the closure of
our extended skeleton as follows.

Definition 4.0.1. Let us denote by S(X,H) the union of S(X,H) ⊆ Z := Xη \ Hη and
S(H) ⊆ Hη ⊆ Xη. We call S(X,H) the closure of S(X,H).

Theorem 4.0.2. S(X,H) is equal to the topological closure of S(X,H) in Xη.
Moreover let Φ(X,H) : Z × [0, 1] → Z resp. ΦH : Hη × [0, 1] → Hη be the deformation

retraction to the extended resp. classical skeleton. They glue together to a proper strong
deformation retraction Φ : Xη × [0, 1]→ Xη to the closure S(X,H).

Proof. For now let the absolute value on K be non-trivial.
Let us confirm the claims first in the case of a standard pair (S,G) := (S(n,a, d),G(s)).

By covering the balls with tori as in Example 3.1.11, we may assume d = s. Recall that the
extended skeleton was obtained via our ε-approximation procedure, where we exhausted
the punctured ball Bd \ {0} with annuli of inner radius ε.

One easily sees from the explicit description given in 3.1.1, that the elements of S(G)
can be seen as limits of elements from S(S,G), which demonstrates the claim about the
closure. We use here that the absolute value on K is non-trivial.

Now we want to have a look at the deformation retraction. As explained in 3.1.4
and 3.2.5 the deformation retraction Φ(S,G) from Sη \Gη to S(S,G) is given by (x, t) 7→
gt ∗ x, where the ∗-multiplication comes from the described analytic group action of an
affinoid torus associated with Sε and the gt are the peaked points as introduced earlier.
Recall that these group actions were compatible for different values of ε. Now observe
that the action on T(1, bε)η extends to an action on B, where we include the annulus in
the unit disc B as in 3.2.1 and the action of M (K{T0, T1}/(T0T1 − 1)) on B is given by
multiplying with the T1 coordinate. The resulting action on Sη extends the one on Gη,
see also [Ber90, Proposition 5.2.8 (ii)]. This shows that Φ is continuous. Properness of
Φ is now an easy consequence of compactness of Sη. Consequently we are done with the
standard pair situation.
Next one can consider the case of buildings blocks ϕ : (U,H ∩ U) → (S,G). From

Proposition 3.3.3 we conclude that ϕ induces a homeomorphism S(U,H ∩ U) ∼−→ S(S,G)
and that ϕ−1

η (S(S,G)) = S(U,H∩U). This shows that S(U,H∩U) is closed and is equal
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to the closure of S(U,H ∩ U). The continuity of Φ follows from the standard pair case
and our constructions from 3.3.1.
Finally the general case with a surjective étale morphism ψ : (Y,G) → (X,H) and

a strictly poly-stable pair (Y,G) is then deduced by going through the construction
performed in § 3.5. Again we may replace Y by a disjoint union of building blocks. It is
then clear, that S(Y,G) is a closed subset of Yη. Then from Proposition 3.5.8 we learn
that ψ−1

η (S(X,H)) = S(Y,G) and Proposition 3.5.2 (i) tells us that S(X,H) is closed in
Xη.
Now we use that S(Y,G) is dense in S(Y,G) to show that S(X,H) is dense in S(X,H),

in particular the closure of S(X,H) in Xη is S(X,H). The continuity of Φ can be seen
from the definition and the continuity from the building block situation, using properties
of quotient maps.
In the case of a trivially valued field K, we consider the base change to F as in

Section 3.6 and reduce all our problems to the non-trivially valued situation. We denote
π : X′η → Xη and σ : Xη → X′η as there. Since π is a surjective closed map, one also
sees without difficulty that S(X,H) is equal to the closure of S(X,H) in Xη. If we write
Φ′ : X′η × [0, 1] → X′η for the proper strong deformation retraction onto S(X′,H′), then
we obtain the claimed proper strong deformation retraction Φ : Xη × [0, 1] → Xη onto
S(X,H) by mapping (x, t) to π(Φ′(σ(x), t)).

Remark 4.0.3. If X is quasicompact, then going through the proof above one easily sees
that S(X,H) is compact.

Example 4.0.4. We want to illustrate the closure of the skeleton of (S(2),G(2)). Note
that G(2) = T(1, 0). The extended skeleton S(S(2),G(2)) resp. the classical skeleton
S(T(1, 0)) is canonically homeomorphic to ∆(0, 0, 2) = R2

≥0 resp. ∆(1,∞) via the tropi-
calization map. It follows that S(S(2),G(2)) = R2

≥0.

S(S(2),G(2)) S(G(2)) S(S(2),G(2))

Remark 4.0.5. It is possible by defining a suitable notion of the closure of the dual
intersection complex C(X,H) and its faces, to establish a canonical homeomorphism
S(X,H) → C(X,H) in analogy to Theorem 3.5.10 (iii). One then also recovers a cor-
respondence between the strata of (Xs,Hs) and the faces of C(X,H). Basically this is
achieved by replacing R≥0 with R≥0 in the construction from Chapter 2.
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